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Dec. 9—The stakes are very high in the fight to move 
from the Dec. 1 Trump-Xi summit and the resulting 
U.S.-China trade truce, and from the next (still un-
scheduled) Trump-Putin summit, directly into the first 
Four-Power discussions among the United States, 
China, Russia and India towards a New Bretton Woods 
international fixed exchange-rate credit system—as de-
signed by Lyndon LaRouche.

Now we see that alien elements in the U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice are using provocative arrests and pros-
ecutions, to try to shut down Washington-Beijing rela-
tions, just as they or others in the DOJ have been 
attacking Washington’s relations with Moscow for 
years, and are trying to cripple and eventually remove 
the elected U.S. President.

Yet whatever the appearance to the contrary, those 
of us who are fighting to realize LaRouche’s concep-
tions, do in fact have the means, if we use them, to over-
come all the manikins which the British Empire can 
throw at us.

Matt Ogden’s interview last Friday with LaRouche’s 
friend Jacques Cheminade, the leader of the LaRouche 
movement in France is available in this issue of EIR. 
Among the other important conceptions he expressed, 
Cheminade said,

So, our advantage, compared to all these people, 
is the way I was mistreated in French politics. 
When they know what was done to Lyndon La-
Rouche in the United States, when they have a 
certain sense of what was done to me, because of 
the three Presidential elections [I ran in], they 
get it. They say “they have mocked you, they 
have attacked you, they have done to you exactly 
what’s happening to us.” So, we are understood 

by them from this immediate standpoint. I tell 
them “you have to go deeper into the under-
standing.”  What we are trying to do, in various 
layers, is to give them what they need; to give 
them the nourishment to feed them, which is 
what they need to develop their thinking and go 
further than what they themselves expected. I 
was invited to speak at three universities in Lille, 
a city of more than one million people, in the 
north of France, near the Belgian border. There I 
told the students, “I got only 0.18% in the Presi-
dential vote. Its very little.” They replied, “It’s 
precisely for that [reason] that we want you. Be-
cause we know that if they did that to you, it’s 
that you are different. We want to know why you 
are different, and what you have in your stom-
ach. Please tell us.” So, we had very interesting 
exchanges with hundreds of them.

Study and master LaRouche’s ideas. But be aware 
at the same time that the ideas cannot be separated 
from the person—his, but equally your own. Had 
Socrates listened to his friend Crito’s well-meant 
advice to flee Athens and his imminent execution, no 
one would be talking about Socratic or Platonic ideas 
today. Had Einstein heeded three decades of advice by 
virtually every one of his “colleagues,” that he confess 
his purported errors and join the “Copenhagen 
School”—all his theories would have died at that in-
stant. Lyndon LaRouche has more than earned his im-
mortality as a folk hero, as it has been said, both by 
virtue of his public actions, and by innumerable sorts 
of actions which will never be known to the public. 
This is your weapon, too—as it is Jacques’—once you 
seize that chalice.

EDITORIAL

The New Bretton Woods System: 
Lyndon LaRouche’s Moment in History
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This is the edited transcript of 
an interview with Jacques 
Cheminade, head of the Soli-
darité et Progrès (Solidarity and 
Progress) party and three-time 
candidate for President of 
France. He was interviewed by 
Matthew Ogden.

Matthew Ogden: Good 
morning! It is December 7, 
2018. We’re joined today by a 
special guest from Paris, France. 
Jacques Cheminade, who is the 
head of the Solidarity and Prog-
ress party and a long-time friend 
of Lyndon LaRouche. Jacques 
was a candidate in the French 
presidential elections three 
times, last in 2017.

Jacques was out with the Yellow Vest 
protesters, the gilets jaunes. These protests 
have been sweeping France for now close 
to three weeks. Hundreds of thousands of 
French citizens have taken to the streets 
across France to protest the policies of the 
Macron government and to demand imme-
diate change. This is a very rapidly devel-
oping movement. Jacques, let me ask you: 
Are we witnessing the development of a 
mass strike?

Jacques Cheminade: This is mass-
strike ferment. It means that the past is 
being rejected, but the ideas for a future 
have not yet been put forward by the gilets 

I. New Hope for the Old Continent

LAROUCHE PAC WEBCAST

France Rises: The ‘Yellow Vest’ 
Movement Potential for a New Paradigm

CC/KRIS AUS67
A Yellow Vest demonstration fills the Avenue des Champs Élysées in Paris on Nov. 24, 2018.

S&P
Jacques Cheminade speaks with Yellow Vest demonstrators, December 2018.
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jaunes movement. There are very good people, all 
working together, protesting what they have been 
forced to suffer for too long. They are inexperienced in 
politics. They still lack a policy project. Our task is to 
enlighten them; to give them the sense of the different 
policies that are needed. But, we can’t impose these 
ideas from outside. We can only offer the inspiration. 
So, our task is to inspire this movement, and to give 
them a sense of what they have the capacity to do.

It’s a winter of discontent, I’ll put it that way, and 
it’s an emotional uprising. It’s emotional in the sense 
that people feel that there has been no social progress in 
the last 30-40 years in France; that French industry is 
being erased, it is disappearing. These are people who 
have been hit hard by the carbon tax against fuel, against 
gasoline, and against diesel consumption. These are 
people who need their cars to survive.

At the beginning it was a protest with the cry, “We 
need our cars to go to work. We are here in France, and 
most social services have disappeared; the baker has 

disappeared; the post office has disappeared. We need 
our cars to travel long distances to our workplaces, if 
we are lucky enough to have one. Those jobs are farther 
and farther from our homes, so we need cars. And all of 
a sudden, we were hit with this carbon tax, and we feel 
that this thing is using ecology as a pretext to loot and 
take our money.”

Look at it from an historical standpoint, look at the 
movie, The Battleship Potemkin, in which you see how 
rotten meat served to sailors started the 1905 Russian 
uprising. Here, too, it is the same thing. People are re-
acting to something, and the government does not re-
spond; it has turned a deaf ear. So, the process has con-
tinued. In this kind of social movement, people’s level 
of consciousness gets higher and higher, and they 
begin to understand better and better why they are 
being oppressed, why they are being attacked, and they 
start to think ahead and ahead. In a certain sense, they 
start to think with the eyes of the future, as I character-
ized such vision in my program for my 2017 Presiden-
tial campaign.

The second great concern that emerged is the loss of 
purchasing power. They said increasing the taxes is one 
thing, but we are also losing our purchasing power—
that really is the reason for our uprising. They have also 
said that the policy—and I have read what they are cir-
culating—the policy is Robin Hood in reverse. The 
government is using ecology as an excuse to go after us. 
These Parisians keep talking and talking about the end 
of the world—but for us, it’s the end of the month! We 
are the real victims of this policy.

The third step in this growing movement is a demand 
for different policies, including to stop the dictatorship 
and demands from the big banks. The Yellow Vests are 
now demanding, “Macron out! Out!” Macron should 
leave, but at the same time, everybody should leave; all 
the politicians are rotten. There is a certain populism in 
that sense. These people are protesting against some-
thing that has been hitting them more and more for the 
last 30 years. That is what you need to know to under-
stand this process.

The established people, people in government, keep 
trying to launch provocations. That is what happens, 
fed by all the press, all the media show virtually nothing 
other than the violence that occurred in Paris. The dem-
onstrations will be continuing in the provinces and in 
Paris this weekend. In Paris, it could be very hot tomor-
row, nobody knows what will happen. Reasonable 
people have been saying, as we have been, “Organize 

S&P
Cheminade speaks with Yellow Vest demonstrators, near the 
Millau Viaduc, a suspension bridge near Millau in southern 
France, December 2018.
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non-violence. Let’s not fall in 
the trap of the provocations of 
the government, the black-
block and the extreme right 
wingers.”

When you look at the vio-
lence last Saturday, you see 
something very interesting. In 
the morning: There were a few 
extreme right-wingers who 
launched the violence. Then by 
mid-day, it was the extreme 
left-wingers, this so-called 
“anti-fa.” In the late evening, it 
was people coming from the 
poor suburbs surrounding Paris, 
to loot. These groups tried to 
get some of these gilets jaunes, 
the Yellow Vests, involved in 
the violence, and some of them joined in because they 
were furious.

If you look more in depth, the police and the gen-
darmes are, in France, from the same social origin as 
the Yellow Vests. The gilet jaunes are not the very 
poor, they are the middle class and the working poor. 
These are people who find themselves at the end of the 
month saying we can’t make ends meet. We need 50 
euros more to make it; we 
can’t continue like this. The 
political elite is in absolute 
disarray faced with this; the 
political elite tried to give, 
little by little, certain conces-
sions. But these concessions, 
had they been offered at the 
beginning of the protests, 
might have been a way to 
divide the Yellow Vests. 
Now it isn’t working; it’s too 
late.

So, now a new sort of po-
lemic is emerging, going 
more in depth, and in depth 
against the financial dictator-
ship, the City of London, 
Wall Street. Certain people 
are saying it that way, and 
thinking about what better 

world should we have, and 
asking questions.

When I went to see them, 
people start to ask questions. 
What are you doing? What are 
you proposing? What is the 
long-term policy that we need? 
There is this dialogue which 
has started, and it’s very inter-
esting because the motion is 
spreading in all social layers. 
It’s spreading to truck drivers, 
nurses, and now high school 
students. It’s spreading. It’s 
very important that farmers are 
also going into the movement. 
And it’s spreading in Europe. 
You have gilets jaunes—
Yellow Vests—in Bulgaria, in 

Serbia. In Serbia, a member of the Parliament came 
into the Parliament wearing a yellow vest. Here too, in 
France, we have a deputy who came wearing a yellow 
vest in Parliament; he was punished for that, but he is 
continuing.

Look to Martin Luther King and FDR
These people need a broader horizon; they need a 

policy; they need to think 
about how they can continue 
without staying at the same 
level of protest. So, that’s a 
challenge, a big challenge 
for the future. Also, to see by 
what means they should act. 
We are saying, “Look, 
Martin Luther King in the 
U.S. is an example. It’s orga-
nized non-violence to avoid 
provocations and the violent 
set-up from abroad, from the 
government, or some other 
provocateurs.” This is the 
point at which we are now, 
and I was thinking about it, 
and I have a quote from Elea-
nor Roosevelt, the wife of 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 
which says quite well what 

CC/NightFlightToVenus
A Yellow Vest demonstrator’s sign reads “Macron: Get 
Lost!” Paris, Nov. 24, 2018.

CC/NightFlightToVenus
Yellow Vest demonstrators on the streets of Paris, 
Nov. 24, 2018.
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we feel here, seen from the stand-
point or with the words of an Amer-
ican patriot. She said, “It is better 
to light a candle than to curse the 
darkness.”

So, we are trying to light the 
candle, and we are trying to en-
lighten the forces and see how they 
can work out with a long-term proj-
ect, a political project, and let’s say 
sweeping aside all forecasts and 
prejudices. The thing that helps us is 
that as early as 2009, I wrote some-
thing which certain people remem-
ber, because we distributed one mil-
lion leaflets of that declaration. It 
was “To the anger that’s coming,” 
and it was 2009. I said this anger 
came in Russia in 1917, in Germany 
in 1989, in the United States in 
2009, and in the whole 
world you have the same 
ferment among men and 
women. There are a lot of 
women among the demon-
strators, which is very inter-
esting because usually 
women don’t go out to pro-
test. They demand that all 
the prejudices and all estab-
lished ways of thinking be 
swept away, and to get a 
new way of thinking.

So, they say in particular, 
and I have the quote here, 
they say, “We have read with 
a lot of interest what you 
have been writing, and we 
appreciated in particular that it is not such and such in-
justice which is at the core of the problem, but all the 
logics of the financial domination that destroys human 
life.” So, there we are. We are at that point of thinking 
with the movement. They said it is not this and that; it is 
our lives that are at stake, our lives. Really, it’s our lives. 
And we want to change our lives; we don’t want the 
policy of the rich, for the rich, by the rich. We want the 
policy of the people, for the people, by the people.

The words of Lincoln are written into the French 
Constitution. It says, Title I, about sovereignty, and the 
second article, the principle of the French nation is of the 

people, for the people, by the people. 
So, we have it; this is a true French-
American connection, not the con-
nection of the financiers of Wall 
Street with financiers in the City of 
London and financiers in the French 
big banks. There are four big banks 
which are fully associated with Wall 
Street and the City of London.

So, people thinking about that, 
start to increase their level of con-
sciousness, and this gives a form to 
the mass strike ferment. So, at this 
point, I think there is a great hope, 
and at the same time a danger; be-
cause you have in France this rage 
produced by years and years of op-
pression. So, you have to give a pos-
itive form to that rage, and it’s our 
challenge to be Aufklärer, as they 

say in Germany, people who 
enlighten the movement and 
are at the disposal of the 
Yellow Vests to answer the 
questions and give a horizon 
to the fight.

So, I would conclude this 
brief description of the situa-
tion by saying it should not 
be a description, it should be 
action, it should be motion. 
And the motion should be 
linked to in-depth thinking 
about what is happening in 
France and what’s happen-
ing in the world, because 
you have not only these 
things in Serbia, these things 

in Bulgaria. You have some of it in Germany, you have 
more in Belgium, and it takes different forms. It takes 
different forms of protest, but in the field, when they are 
on the roads, on the highways, or in the center of Paris, 
they tend to associate themselves.

The danger at this point is the provocations, and let’s 
see what happens tomorrow. But it’s a wave of protest 
which is very deep in society, and this will never disap-
pear. The direction it will take depends upon all of us 
who are trying to give a future to this society and to this 
world. So, it’s very interesting also that at the same time, 
our Schiller Institute is selling the New Silk Road report 

S&P
Many women are active among the Yellow Vest demonstrators: 
“It’s our lives, too.” 

FDR Library
Eleanor Roosevelt, in 1943.
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in French; we have just updated it in French. There is a 
lot of interest here, even in part of the elites, to see if there 
is a way to get out of the dilemma and to find a future.

Ogden: Let me ask you to elaborate on that point, 
because while ostensibly the direct trigger of these pro-
tests was the fuel tax from the Macron government, the 
lack of a living wage, these conditions internal to 
France—this is by no means a unique French sort of situ-
ation. We’ve seen over the last several years this wave of 
uprisings against all established political parties—here 
in the United States in the past Presidential election, with 
Brexit in the UK, and in the new government in Italy.

Cheminade: It takes different forms in various 
countries. As you said, it’s a multiplicity going in the 
direction of a unity. That’s an interesting thing that’s 
happening. In France, we see groups of people—who 
have never been associated with political parties—who 
have, through social networks, but mostly by direct 
contact with each other in various parts of the country, 
decided to go out to demonstrate. This happened all of 
a sudden; nobody had predicted such a thing happen-
ing. We had a certain sense that something might 
happen, knowing what was going on.

But nobody thought that this would happen in 
France, because France is supposed to be controlled by 
the left, by the right, more than any other country, by all 
political parties,— every day they invent the new party 
trying to control the process. So, our advantage, com-
pared to all these people, is the way I was mistreated in 
French politics.

When they know what was done to Lyndon La-
Rouche in the United States, when they have a certain 
sense of what was done to me, because of the three Pres-
idential elections, they get it. They say they have mocked 
you, they have attacked you, they have done to you ex-
actly what’s happening to us. So, we are understood by 
them from this immediate standpoint. I tell them you 
have to go deeper into the understanding. What we are 
trying to do, in various layers, is to give them what they 
need; to give them the nourishment to feed them, which 
is what they need to develop their thinking and go fur-
ther than what they themselves expected.

I was invited to speak at three universities in Lille, a 
city of more than one million people, in the north of 
France, near the Belgian border. There I told the stu-
dents, “I got only 0.18% in the Presidential vote. It’s 
very little.” They replied, “It’s precisely for that [reason] 
that we want you. Because we know that if they did that 

to you, it’s that you are different. We want to know why 
you are different, and what you have in your stomach. 
Please tell us.” So, we had very interesting exchanges 
with hundreds of them.

Also, we are launching a series with a young person 
in our organization, who is giving a sense of what eco-
nomics is; what’s happening. So, it starts with the La-
Rouche Triple Curve, with a comment on what is the 
current situation. Then it goes now to the issue of the 
debt; what is the debt and where it comes from, and 
how the French economic policy was controlled by the 
state, which was a Rooseveltian policy, between 1945 
up to 1970. In that period of time, which is called here 
the Thirty Glorious Years, there was a big development 
with a planning agency and the state controlling the is-
suance of money and credit. This has been destroyed 
little by little. To give that sense to the youth now, and 
the youth were understanding what is happening also to 
the Yellow Vests, it’s I think a very interesting process.

We are trying to find a language that these young 
people can understand, using some of the language you 
find on YouTube, infusing it with our ideas and trying to 
hit them from that side—reaching students in universi-
ties, students who follow YouTube, and also students 
active with the Yellow Vests. A lot of our people have 
gone out with them, for example, one group went out in 
the streets of Paris carrying an enormous cardboard 
scale model with, “The Bank of France should be the 
Bank of the People; not the Central Bank of the Big 
Banks” written on it. This was a tremendous success; 
people were taking pictures from all sides. We told them, 
taking pictures is okay; but you need to use your mind 
now and to begin to understand what policies are needed, 
what political projects are needed to move forward.

Ogden: The YouTube videos produced by Benôit 
Odille are excellent.

Your declaration, with a series of clear policy points 
of what has to implemented inside France, is being cir-
culated among the Yellow Vest movement. Please tell 
our viewers about that program.

Cheminade: The first point is respect for the French 
Constitution; a government of the people, by the people, 
and for the people. So, this has to be respected. From 
this, you can derive all that the Yellow Vests are de-
manding. They are demanding many things, sometimes 
things that seem confusing. We have said to the Yellow 
Vests; your main demands should be fulfilled. First, the 
carbon tax should be eliminated, abolished. The gov-

https://www.solidariteetprogres.org/actualites-001/video-crise-cyclique-ou-crise.html
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ernment is now suspending it. Then, it was announced 
that the tax increase would be eliminated, but not the 
tax itself. The tax itself is the first problem; it should be 
eliminated; it has nothing to do with reality.

Then there was an income tax of the wealthy on fi-
nancial flows that they decided to abolish. So, we are 
calling to bring back in force this “Tax on Fortunes” 
(ISF) immediately, which will compensate for the elim-
ination of the carbon tax. At the same time, to work out 
with the middle-sized firms and the upper middle-sized 
firms and the Yellow Vests to see what policy could be 
conceived for development of France. What’s happen-
ing now is that all the jobs are near or directly in the big 
cities—and those are for the most part service jobs—
while housing is much less expensive much further 
away from the big cities.

Jobs need to be developed where the people live, 
where they have housing. We need to have a policy 
where all of the territory of France is fully developed—
in the past it was called the Aménagement du territoire, 
the management of all the territory of France. Now that 
French territory has been disorganized—we are calling 
for the reorganization of the French territory as it was 
done in the 1950s and the 1960s. We are stressing that 
when in 1983 the Mitterrand government decided to go 
for austerity in the name of Europe, it’s then that things 
changed and that the French lost national sovereignty of 
their money and they gave the state to the money-chang-
ers, as you would say there in the United States.

We called also for a re-examination of all the climate-
change policy, and to have a discussion of what it means. 
We have here next Wednesday, an expert on climate 
change who was a member of the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). This guy was a 
member of the IPCC, but he challenged the conclusions. 
He said the statistics may be good, but the models that 
they throw at peoples’ heads are all fake. So, he said, let’s 
look at the statistics and look at the work of all scientists, 
and see exactly what it is and put that on the table.

Also, I said, you should go into the depth of what they 
need, and the depth of what they need is a policy for infra-
structure, for the labs, for the schools, for the hospitals, 
and we need equipment of man and nature. This can only 
be done with Glass-Steagall banking separation and a na-
tional bank organizing credit, together with a planning 
agency associated with the national bank. In the national 
bank, there should not be experts from the Treasury or 
experts from different banks; there should be the people 
associated with the work of this national bank. Not a cen-
tral bank, a national bank controlled by the state.

Then, of course, we call for what you would call the 
two last Laws of LaRouche, which is the credit policy 
controlled and promoted by this national bank for the 
future. This, people start to understand, because they 
understand the difference; who owns the credit, owns 
power. Here the credit has been misused for entertain-
ing people and preventing them from protesting, and 
mainly to feed the financial oligarchy. So, people start 
to understand that the problem is not more or less credit, 
it is credit oriented by the state for the people. And they 
start to understand what credit means in that sense, and 
that the national bank should be on top of controlling 
the credit. And that this power was abandoned by the 
national bank, because the national bank became a cen-
tral bank, and it became the European Central Bank, 
and the European Central Bank is the true power in 
Europe, directly connected through the euro with Wall 
Street and the City of London.

So, then people start to understand from where their 
oppression comes, and they get more and more inter-
ested when they manage to master or control their rage, 
they start to understand the process by which they have 
been subjected for the last 30, 40, 50 years. It’s very 
interesting all of sudden that they’re thinking starts to 
go to a higher level, and they are interested in the way 
in which the state works and what the state means, and 
what it means for them to be a patriot and a world citi-
zen, as Schiller said. We remind them that the French 
Revolution failed and brought Napoleon to power, be-

UN/Eskinder Debebe
French President Emmanuel Macron briefs journalists at the 
opening of the United Nations General Assembly, United 
Nations, NY, Sept. 25, 2018.
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cause this was not developed.
The call for development of the society of France—

let’s say France in the best sense of France—above po-
litical parties, should meet and discuss these policies, 
and read the main works written by people on these 
policies, get acquainted with what was done by Roos-
evelt, by de Gaulle, or by others, and how there is a 
community of principle in the development of the 
United States, of China now with Xi Jinping, even of 
Russia under the Soviet Union. And also of course, 
Roosevelt’s New Deal is the best example of these pol-
icies. People start thinking and making comparisons; 
their minds start to work, and that’s the way, I think, 
really to change things. We are telling people we are 
calling to get rid of Macron; OK, but this leads to no-
where if you don’t have other people to replace him.

These other people should be you in the process of 
thinking, working, and seeing what can be proposed na-
tionally and internationally in France, in Europe, and in 
the whole world. It’s from that sense that you should see 
what the New Silk Road represents as a principle. The 
Chinese would not do the whole job; you have to work, 
and we have to work with them, to make their job and our 
job much better. So, that’s what we are working on, and 
that’s why we are a political party and a political force.

Ogden: Last week we interviewed an Italian 
member of the European Parliament, Marco Zanni, 
who was here in the United States doing a series of 
meetings with members of the United States Congress 
and other representatives of the U.S. government. He 
was discussing exactly the same program: Glass-Stea-
gall, bank separation; restoration of sovereignty over 
national banking for the countries of Europe; a direc-
tion of credit into productive employment; and also 
working together with the Silk Road and the Belt and 
Road Initiative, which is coming out of China.

These were very effective meetings that Marco 
Zanni had, and I think it represents a very rich potential 
for the United States to reach out to very specific repre-
sentatives of this new process which is emerging inside 
Europe to put together this kind of partnership. How do 
you see what’s happening with the Yellow Vests in 
France and the potential which is coming out of that, 
intersecting what is happening here in the United States?

Cheminade: It’s a very interesting situation, be-
cause before the Yellow Vests insurrection, if you want 
to call it that, the process was much less advanced in 
France than in Italy. Then all of sudden, a shift of policy 

comes from Italy, from something that is called “ex-
treme right-wing” by the press. In a sense, all the politi-
cal labels are being thrown to the wastebasket. They 
mean nothing. What has meaning is to see what is being 
done, what people are involved in. A very interesting 
thing with the Yellow Vests is that in France, a country 
that tends to be very blocked and rigid, these Yellow 
Vests actions are un-murking all the processes. I don’t 
know what form it will take immediately.

We have a constitutional republic, so Macron may 
stay; but he will be under total pressure from the field, 
from the people, from everybody. And he would be par-
alyzed in his attempt to put together a policy for the 
oligarchical elites, the financiers. So, it will be a change; 
whatever happens is a big change, a big shift. So, this is 
very interesting for the United States, which I think if 
Trump decided to do so, he would be freed progres-
sively from the people that are preventing him from 
doing what he has the instinct to do.

The thing is to be ahead of him by showing him the 
direction the world is moving in together. In Italy, with 
two heroic people, they managed to collect 217 signa-
tures to promote, defend, and implement Glass-Stea-
gall and to bring those signatures to the American 
Senate and House of Representatives. So, it’s very im-
portant that we have that.

The Yellow Vests movement has created big 
changes. All the political parties are disoriented; they 
don’t know what to do about it. There is big risk of more 
provocations against the coming Saturday demonstra-
tions and the Yellow Vests have no security squads to 
protect demonstrators. Interestingly, the CGT and the 
Force Ouvrière, the two main unions who are allegedly 
on the “left” are planning to protect the Yellow Vests 
from the provocateurs. So, that’s interesting as a con-
vergence of interest, where you would not have ex-
pected this to happen.

So, our eyes should be not wide shut, but rather 
wide open to these shifts—and our minds even more, to 
seize every occasion, every opportunity to feed into this 
process, with our more than 40 years of experience. 
What our movement has done in the United States, with 
everything that Lyndon LaRouche has done in the last 
fifty or more years, we have a living power to change 
history for the good. To become alive to that, you have 
to understand and absorb LaRouche’s works and make 
that alive right now.

This means to be, in a sense, the creators of inspira-
tion—not people merely repeating things from the past. 
I say this because it is important to understand that 
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people only connect when they see something alive—
then they are very happy to see ideas. With the Yellow 
Vests, most of whom are not politically educated—they 
immediately react to living ideas. If you give them 
something that seems to be simply repetitive or formal, 
they immediately say, “Oh, you’re just another politi-
cian, ugh!” It is very interesting to see mass-strike fer-
ment happening right under our noses; it’s a tremen-
dous opportunity. There’s danger in this, as the Chinese 
would say, but also a tremendous opportunity.

Ogden: I have one last question. This was the final 
question that I asked last week of Liliana Gorini, the 
leader of the MoviSol movement in Italy. I asked her, 
from your experience over 40 years, working for the 
victory, for the emergence of a just new international 
economic order, which Lyndon and Helga LaRouche 
have been calling for since the beginning of the 1970s. 
How do you see this process in the context of that his-
tory? What steps have to be taken to secure a victory in 
this fight?

Cheminade: As Schiller stated: “We all have to 
become patriots and citizens of the world.” There is a 
oneness. Also, let us not underestimate—or overesti-
mate—what the United States can do for Europe, be-
cause of what is happening in China and what is hap-
pening in the United States. We have an opportunity to 
break with the Anglo-American Empire—the British 
Empire. The British author, Nicholas Shaxson, called it 
The Men Who Stole the World.1 With their offshore 

1. This book by Nicholas Shaxson describes the transformation of the 
territorial British Empire into a British or Anglo-American Empire 
based on off-shore facilities and the control over a dollar alienated from 

banks, they think they can run the world from their 
“Treasure Islands.” These people have to be exposed 
for what they are. If we expose them from both sides of 
the Atlantic, inspired by what’s happening in the Pa-
cific, then we have the world, and it’s our moment in 
history. It’s more than ever our historical moment.

I must also add the dimension of aesthetics, the di-
mension of Aesthetical Education is very important in 
periods like this to master and overcome rage and 
anger—to give people a positive direction. I think this, 
the work that we are doing on music, is essential. I just 
participated in a meeting in Marseilles on the subject, 
“Is the World Logical?” It was with a top French scien-
tist. I said that the world fortunately is not logical in the 
form of the precise moment; it shifts, it changes. There 
is what Einstein said, you can never solve a problem 
with the elements that created the problem. We have to 
go above. Here we have people who have met these 
gilets jaunes—who are so different, with such different 
political ideas—in a really live way.

What we are doing in the United States, what we are 
doing in the whole world is a coincidence of opposites. 
So, you have it, and this process has a life of its own. I 
think it’s very important to feed and to feed and to feed 
and to give it a sense of joy; because it’s really joyful to 
see that, and to be part of it, of course.

Ogden: Thank you so much, Jacques. It was really 
a pleasure speaking with you. We hope to have a chance 
to speak with you again soon.

To learn more about our guest today and his party in 
France, visit https://www.solidariteetprogres.org/.

the American people, which has become a British imperial instrument.

S&P
Yellow Vest demonstrators block traffic outside of Paris.

https://www.solidariteetprogres.org/
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Dec. 8—Over the course 
of late November and 
early December, the na-
tions of Spain and Portu-
gal received state visits 
from China’s President 
Xi Jinping, and signed 
significant economic, 
social and cultural agree-
ments with China in the 
context of the Belt and 
Road Initiative (BRI).

Spain was the more 
cautious of the two, 
agreeing only that “both 
parties believe that the Belt and Road Initiative is an 
important proposal in the framework of global coopera-
tion, and recognize the potential of this connectivity 
platform.” Spain did this all the while looking ner-
vously over its shoulder at the European Union bureau-
cracy in Brussels which, along with the British and 
their factional allies in Washington (such as Vice Presi-
dent Mike Pence), remains hostile to seriously engag-
ing with China’s global infrastructure project. Nonethe-
less, the Spanish government and companies signed 18 
individual agreements and memoranda of understand-
ing with their Chinese counterparts.

But there is also a growing movement in Spain 
among business and political layers, for fully joining 
the BRI, and for playing a particular role as a link to 
Africa and Ibero-America, where Spain has long-stand-
ing historical and cultural ties. This is especially the 
case in Valencia, Spain’s third largest city and Europe’s 
sixth largest container port, where regional and national 
leaders are betting heavily on the Mediterranean Cor-
ridor and its African “mirror image,” the Trans-Maghreb 
Corridor, as the necessary extensions of both the land 
economic belt and the maritime silk road that are the 
two components of the BRI.

In Portugal, the agreements signed during Xi Jin-
ping’s Dec. 4-5 state visit were more extensive and in-
depth than Spain’s. Portugal signed a memorandum of 
understanding “on cooperation within the framework 
of the ‘Silk Road’ economic belt and the 21st century 
‘Maritime Silk Road’ initiative,” while the two coun-
tries signed a joint communiqué expressing their inter-
est in “promoting cooperation with third countries, in 
regions such as Africa and Latin America.” Most sig-
nificant, progress was made on China’s involvement in 
the development of the Sines deep-water port in south-
ern Portugal, which both sides view as critical to link-
ing Europe to the BRI in the Americas and Africa.

It is noteworthy that, in reaching these accords, the 
Portuguese government stood up to hostility and even 
overt threats from the British Empire and its spokes-
men. Italy’s courage in standing up to Brussels’s fixa-
tion on austerity and hostility to China, now seems to be 
spreading to other European nations—such as Portugal.

A Visit to Spain and Portugal
Immediately before Xi’s visit to Spain and Portugal, 

Schiller Institute representatives Dennis and Gretchen 
Small visited those two nations from November 11 to 
21 for a series of meetings and speaking engagements 
on the BRI. What follows below here is adapted from a 
report on that trip given by Dennis Small to LaRouche 
PAC’s Dec. 1 weekly Manhattan Project meeting.

We recently returned to the United States from a 
two-week trip to Spain and Portugal, and Germany af-
terwards—a trip that was sandwiched in between the 
U.S. elections and the G20 meeting in Buenos Aires on 
Dec. 1. As it happened, Chinese President Xi Jinping 
visited Spain right after our visit there from November 
27 to 29. He then flew down to Buenos Aires for the 
G20, went to Panama on the way back, and then went to 
Portugal, Dec. 4 to 5.

The trip was a bit of a reconnaissance mission with 

Building Bridges: Schiller Institute  
Delegation Visits Portugal and Spain
by Dennis Small
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the intention of presenting to 
people in those countries the 
Schiller Institute’s new 
report, The New Silk Road 
Becomes the World Land-
Bridge: A Shared Future for 
Humanity, Vol. 2, including 
its chapter on the Iberian 
Peninsula, “Spain and Por-
tugal: The World Land-
Bridge’s Bridge to Africa 
and Ibero-America.”

The purpose of that 
report, and of our trip, was to 
communicate not just all the 
lists and maps of wonderful 
global projects that can and 
must be built, and how the 
United States and China 
must work together to bring 
these projects about. From 
the outset, the stated mission of that report was to pres-
ent Lyndon LaRouche’s methodology of addressing the 
fundamental existential crisis that humanity is facing, 
and the solutions to it. Therefore, the projects we pre-
sented in that report were focused on the “game-chang-
ers” that kick over the chess board and change the entire 
way humanity is organized. Because nothing less than 
that is going to work.

Let me begin by indicating some of the problems 
that we ran across. It’s important to search out the prob-
lems, and not avoid them. A key problem is that few 
people in either Spain or Portugal were willing to admit 
that the trans-Atlantic financial system is bankrupt—ir-
remediably, totally, bankrupt—and cannot be salvaged 
other than through a process of total bankruptcy reorga-
nization.

A second key thing which people had a lot of trouble 
with, is understanding what actually happened in the 
2016 U.S. elections. How did Trump get elected? And 
even well-meaning people, very intelligent people, are 
bombarded internationally with the same kind of lies 
that we get from CNN, the New York Times and the 
Washington Post.

I’m singling out these two issues for a very particu-
lar reason, which is that neither fits into people’s exist-
ing worldview. In other words, it’s not something that 
adds up and makes sense to them. It’s not something 

that they can somehow shoehorn into their existing way 
of thinking; so therefore, they don’t understand it. Be-
cause their starting point is: “Well we’ve got this round 
hole here, and you’re trying to put in a square peg. I’m 
not changing the round hole, so that means you can’t 
possibly be right.”

So, the real challenge is that you somehow have to 
get people to think in a way such that you are affecting 
not what people think, but the way that they think; how 
they think. Because if you don’t do that, it really doesn’t 
matter what they think, because it’ll all be coherent 
with their existing mode of going at things. They will, 
at best, keep trying to jam that square peg into the round 
hole.

Portugal: Where the Land Ends and the Sea 
Begins

One of the crucial issues in Portugal is the question 
of the port of Sines. As you can see in Figure 1, the Eu-
ropean Commission’s proposed Trans-European Trans-
port Network is a viable network of rail lines, but under 
the bankrupt trans-Atlantic financial system it is never 
going to be built.

Sines is two things. It will be the westernmost point 
of the rail land-bridge stretching all the way from China, 
but which now goes only as far west as Madrid, arriving 
from Yiwu in China. Only part of the line on the map 

FIGURE 1
Trans-European Transport Network

Sines
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from Madrid westward exists—so that further work is 
needed to link it up all the way to Lisbon and the port of 
Sines.

In addition to being a rail terminus, Sines is also a 
port, the closest European Atlantic port en route to the 
newly expanded Panama Canal and the entire Western 
Hemisphere.

Sines is already Portugal’s major port, handling 
about half of its sea freight, but the idea is to expand it 
as a major deep-water port—it’s about a $700 million 
project—to also be one of the major hubs of the Mari-
time Silk Road, linking Eurasia to Africa and the Amer-
icas (see Figure 2). Portugal’s proposal for Sines co-
heres with the Schiller Institute’s proposal for the 
Maritime Silk Road to not only extend from the Indian 
Ocean, through the recently expanded Suez Canal, 
cross the Mediterranean, and transit the Strait of Gibral-
tar to Sines, but to also extend from there into the entire 
Caribbean Basin region, through the new Panama 
Canal, the proposed Nicaragua canal, extending trade 
all the way across the Pacific to China. The Maritime 
Silk Road will also extend down into Africa, in similar 
fashion.

In our discussions in Portugal, we were frequently 
told: “We Portuguese have the sea in our DNA, and we 
intend to be part of the BRI.” Anyone who knows a 
little bit of the history, knows that that’s actually the 
case, going back to the era of Prince Henry the Naviga-
tor (1394-1460), Sines-native Vasco da Gama (1460s-

1524) and other great explorers. If you go to the world-
famous Maritime Museum of Lisbon, you’ll see ships 
and so on, but it’s mainly a museum of the scientific 
discoveries in shipbuilding and astronomy coming out 
of Portugal, in the period of the 15th-16th centuries, 
which allowed them to be the explorers of the universe 
at that point.

This was famously expressed by Portugal’s most re-
nowned poet, Luís de Camões (1524-1580), who wrote, 
“Here the land ends and the sea begins.” In fact, it was 
with this famous line from Camões that Xi Jinping 
began his article published in the Portuguese press 
before his arrival in that country.

Spain: ‘¡Quiero corredor!’
Our second stop was Valencia, Spain’s third largest 

city and the Mediterranean’s number 1 container port. 
Valencia is the sixth largest container port in all of 
Europe, after Rotterdam and others, but top govern-
ment officials and people involved in infrastructure told 
us: “We know that the world is heading towards the 
Belt and Road Initiative, and we know that trade with 
China is going to grow many-fold over coming years 
and decades. We’ve been involved with China for hun-
dreds of years”—because Valencia was a silk port on 
the old Silk Road, and still features a famous silk ex-
change—“and so we are planning to become the third 
largest port in Europe.”

This includes expanding their port facilities to the 

FIGURE 2
The World Land-Bridge Network
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nearby port town of Sagunto, which is about 30 kilome-
ters north, and connecting it with an underwater tunnel 
for truck traffic to create a single, linked port.

That is not all that is being planned for Valencia. As 
can be seen in Figure 3, Valencia is part of a Mediter-
ranean rail corridor, which is nearly complete, but which 
will be expanded and improved to fully link Spain to 
France and the entire World Land-Bridge. In fact, the 
national government has established a sub-ministerial 
entity called the Corredor del Mediterráneo, with head-
quarters in Valencia, to promote the project.

The relevant authorities conceive of this project not 
just as a European Mediterranean Corridor, but as side 
by side with the Trans-Maghreb Corridor along Africa’s 
Mediterranean coast. “You have to look at the Mediter-
ranean Sea like a mirror,” top officials told us. “The 
Mediterranean and Trans-Maghreb Corridors are mirror 
images of each other, and are part of an overall develop-
ment project, including the eventual construction of a 

tunnel or a bridge across the 
Strait of Gibraltar. This is the 
only approach that will work to 
solve the problems of migra-
tion, poverty and terrorism that 
are devastating Africa; you have 
to develop the whole region.”

The thinking, at least in 
these far-sighted circles, goes 
further. They are mobilizing to 
organize the Spanish popula-
tion itself in support of this per-
spective. They have organized 
bus tours up and down the Med-
iterranean coast of Spain, set-
ting up informational literature 
tables on the streets, with peti-
tions to be signed by the popu-
lation under the heading: 
“¡Quiero corredor!”—“I want 
the Corridor!” And they are ex-
plaining why this approach is 
necessary for getting Spain as a 
whole out of the mess that it’s 
currently in.

When we left Valencia, we 
went to Madrid for two rea-
sons: First, for political meet-
ings there. Second, in order to 
travel on a high-speed train. As 

we explained to our incredulous friends in Spain, we 
don’t have any high-speed rail in the United States. 
Spain, on the other hand, has significant high-speed 
rail: It is the second country in the world in total kilo-
meters of high-speed rail, after China. The high-speed 
train from Valencia to Madrid travels at 300 kph—
over 185 mph.

So, if anyone in the U.S. wants to ride a high-speed 
rail line, you’ve got a few choices: You can go to China, 
obviously. Second option, you can go to Spain. And a 
third place you can go is to Northern Africa: as of No-
vember 19, 2018, a high-speed rail line now connects 
Tangier with Casablanca! That train goes 320 kph, and 
it cuts the time it previously took to get there by rail 
from 4 hours 45 minutes, to 2 hours 10 minutes! Soon 
enough, you will also be able to go to Panama, to ride 
the high-speed rail line which the Chinese are propos-
ing to build from Panama City to David, near the Costa 
Rican border.
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FIGURE 3
Mediterranean and Trans-Maghreb Corridors
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We were in Madrid immediately before the Nov. 
27-28 state visit of Xi Jinping to Spain, so there was a 
lot of excitement and policy planning in the air about 
the BRI. One of the most interesting meetings we at-
tended was a book presentation by the 82-year-old head 
of Spain’s Cátedra China think-tank, Marcelo Muñoz, 
who presented the new world order emerging under the 
Belt and Road Initiative to a packed audience of 150 top 
Spanish and foreign diplomats (including China’s am-
bassador to Spain), businessmen, trade unionists, Sinol-
ogists, and others. Joining Muñoz on the panel were 
two former Spanish ambassadors to China.

The highlight of Muñoz’s remarks was a discussion 
of how China’s New Silk Road is creating the new 
world of the 21st century, which he illustrated with the 
signature World Land-Bridge map from the Schiller In-
stitute’s new Special Report (without identifying the 
source), noting that this is the vision of what awaits the 
world in the 21st century. He named the four projects 
highlighted on that map: the Bering Strait tunnel, the 
Kra Canal in Thailand, the Darien Gap, and the Gibral-
tar Strait tunnel—with the latter receiving enthusiastic 
support in further discussion from the floor.

Concern over the direction of U.S. China policy 
under President Trump, and how to ensure that no con-
flict ensues, was a major element of the presentations 
by Muñoz and the other panelists. Spain’s three-time 
former ambassador to China (and once to Russia), Eu-
genio Bregolat, stated that there are both sane voices in 
and around the U.S. administration and also hawkish 
ones (accurately mentioning trade advisor Peter Na-
varro by name). He counterposed the U.S. reaction to 
China’s development today, to how the United States 
under Kennedy responded “with confidence” to the 
Sputnik shock in 1957, by leap-frogging ahead in sci-
ence and technology of its own. America should do the 
same today, Bregolat emphasized, and not try to stop 
China’s progress. Both Muñoz and Bregolat agreed that 
such cooperation is the solution. Muñoz emphasized 
that the common basis for cooperation between the two 
nations lies in the realm of scientific work, noting that 
Confucian philosophy is critical to that common en-
deavor.

The European Union Problem
There are two critical issues which were major ob-

stacles to many well-meaning people in Portugal, and 
Spain (and beyond) being able to fully understanding 
the global strategic crisis, and devising policy solutions 

to it. One is the international financial collapse. Mis-
judging it leads people in Europe to harbor wishful illu-
sions about the role of the European Union; many 
people—less in Portugal than in Spain—still think, 
“Well, the EU will be the one to negotiate all this with 
China.” They don’t like Brussels, they don’t like the 
loss of sovereignty, they don’t like the budget cutbacks, 
they don’t like the austerity the EU imposed on them 
after 2008, but they say, “Well, we’re stuck with the 
EU, and the EU has to be the one to negotiate a deal 
with China.”

The only reason they can still think so, is that it has 
not yet registered with them that the EU is joined at the 
hip to the existing trans-Atlantic financial system, 
which is dead. The EU is the representative of an ancien 
régime which that is defunct—the only thing missing is 
its formal burial.

Consider the following set of slides, which point to 
the physical-economic and demographic collapse of 
Europe, especially of southern Europe, under the Brit-
ish Empire’s policies imposed by the EU. First, look at 
real unemployment, which is not just the official unem-
ployment reported by Eurostat, but also adds in de facto 
unemployment, such as people who have given up on 
looking for jobs, people who have part-time jobs who 
want full-time jobs, etc. (see Figure 4). You can see 
what happened in 2008, when the last great interna-
tional financial crash hit, and all financial instruments 
went into keeping the speculative bubble afloat: Unem-
ployment increased by 50% in Portugal, by 44% in 
Spain, and so on. The situation with youth unemploy-
ment is far worse.

What is going to happen to these nations when the 
next, much bigger financial blowout hits—as it inexo-
rably will?

FIGURE 4
Real Unemployment, 2017 vs. 2008
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Figure 5 shows the demographic collapse under-
way, especially since the 2008 crisis. Look at Greece. 
The domestic resident population was rising, up until 
2010, but has plummeted since then. The same is hap-
pening in Portugal, Spain and Italy. Figure 6 portrays 
the raw births and deaths for Italy: rising death rates and 
falling birth rates. This is the backdrop to the current 
Italian government’s refusal to further abide by the EU 
budgetary straitjacket, and to insist on working with 
China’s BRI.

There is a similar situation in Portugal, as Figure 7 
shows, with only a marginal improvement in rising 
birth rates in the last few years—but which nonetheless 
are still substantially less than the death rate. In Spain, 
we witness the same phenomenon of demographic im-
plosion (see Figure 8).

Trump and Italy
Few serious Europeans deny the importance of get-

ting the United States to work cooperatively with the 
Belt and Road Initiative. But most also have an opinion 
of the Trump Presidency which they have been fed by 
the liberal international and national media. Often the 
best way to get people to understand what’s happening 
in the United States, is by not discussing it—at least at 
first. Because people are fixated into an absolutely ideo-
logical way of thinking: You can beat them around the 
ears all you like, and they are still not going to get it. 
Much better to first discuss Italy.

Why Italy? Because the new Italian government 
came into office the same way Trump did, the same way 

FIGURE 7
Portugal: Births and Deaths
(hundreds of thousands)

FIGURE 5
Total Population
(millions)

FIGURE 8
Spain: Births and Deaths
(hundreds of thousands)

FIGURE 6
Italy: Births and Deaths
(hundreds of thousands)
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the Brexit vote occurred, the same way President López 
Obrador came into power in Mexico: swept along by a 
worldwide anti-Establishment wave. And what hap-
pened in Italy is that a government that the media insists 
is right wing, anti-immigrant, racist and xenophobic, in 
fact has established a policy nationally and internation-
ally which is premised on Franklin Delano Roosevelt!

We told people to consider the statement of Paolo 
Savona, the Italian Minister of European Affairs, in his 
discussion before the Italian Parliament to justify Ita-
ly’s refusal to buckle to the EU’s demands for budget-
ary austerity:

I must greatly insist on the fact that it is neces-
sary to replicate, a hundred years later, what 
Roosevelt did with the New Deal and his re-
forms. He put together the industrialized part of 
the northern United States with the southern ag-
ricultural part, and he succeeded. The experi-
ment we are conducting in this moment is really 
a large effort of national unity. . . . We are aware 
that we must implement those reforms that Roo-
sevelt started. Roosevelt made a substantial 
reform in the financial sector [a clear reference 
to Glass-Steagall—ed.], in competition, in in-
dustrial relations. Those who know history . . . 
know that he took very important initiatives.

Italy has also established a “Task Force China,” 
which involves some 300 people from all walks of life, 
to work on developing relations with China to jointly 
develop Africa. Its August 2018 “Statement of Aims” 
says:

China can help Italy solve the immigration prob-
lem by helping Africa: China is the country that 
has invested the most in Africa (already $340 
billion, much more than the $70 billion usually 
estimated by analysts), with effects that are al-
ready visible in terms of the impact on poverty 
rates and which, in the long term, should gradu-
ally help reduce migration flows towards Europe.

China’s involvement in Africa offers Italy a 
historic opportunity of international cooperation 
for the socio-economic stabilization of the conti-
nent, crucial not only for a sustainable and so-
cially responsible solution of the immigration 
problem, but also for the economic opportunities 
that will arise in the continent for Italian firms.

Our Portuguese and Spanish interlocutors in general 
had been aware that Italy was standing up to the EU, but 
they had little or no idea of the central policy issues in-
volved. They had been kept in the dark and lied to by 
the media. Once that idea began to sink in, they regis-
tered that Italy, like the United States, is part of a world-
wide process; that American voters also kicked over the 
establishment’s chessboard in the last elections, and 
that Trump is the agent of that change.

In short, it is highly useful to cross people’s wires, to 
present them with things that don’t fit into their world-
view, but which are incontrovertible, and which they 
desperately need to know. The issue posed is not to get 
them to change what they think, but how they think. It 
can be called “the power of negative thinking,” if you 
like. Don’t be “positive”; figure out what people don’t 
get, and why—about what’s wrong with the way they’re 
thinking.

Just such a process is now underway across the 
entire trans-Atlantic sector, although people don’t nec-
essarily recognize it as such. Peoples are in motion, but 
motion alone does not solve the problem. Actual pro-
grammatic solutions are needed, which can resolve the 
tension that people have between what they want to 
happen, and their current way of thinking. That’s an-
other way of putting what Helga Zepp-LaRouche 
always refers to as Nicholas of Cusa’s concept of the 
coincidentia oppositorum: the coincidence of oppo-
sites.

The basis for such change is emerging in Europe, 
and it involves a return to the best Classical cultural tra-
ditions of each of these nations. Let me conclude by 
citing what was stated recently by Michele Geraci, Ita-
ly’s undersecretary of state for economic development, 
in discussions at the Peterson Institute in Washington, 
D.C.:

In Italy, we do high-quality manufacturing, not 
only because there are good engineers, but be-
cause the engineers wake up in the morning and 
they see art. They get inspiration from the cul-
ture, from the history which surrounds the Ital-
ian system, which helps people, even in doing 
industrial design, even people that do machine 
work. [So the government] needs to, just like the 
popes and the kings used to, finance artists, who 
can make paintings, that were not immediately 
monetizable, but they did help the whole popula-
tion.
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Dec. 8—There is a revolt against 
Macron in France; Brexit chaos in 
Britain; and in Germany, the 
probable continuation of the same 
policies which have resulted in 
the decline of the popular par-
ties—the Social Democrats 
(SPD); the Christian Democracy 
(CDU); and the CDU’s sister 
party in Bavaria, the Christian 
Social Union (CSU). In these 
three largest countries of the EU, 
the chickens are coming home to 
roost after years of neoliberal pol-
itics. The EU as an “empire,” as 
French Economy and Finance 
minister Bruno Le Maire advo-
cates, is going the way of all em-
pires: They disintegrate in the me-
dium-term because of the conflict 
of interests between the claims to 
privilege by the ruling elite, on 
the one hand, and the common 
good of the population on the 
other—and because of overexten-
sion.

In France, with the protest of 
the “yellow vests,” as they are called, the long pent-up 
anger of the population has raged for three weeks 
against the policies of the last decades (in favor of the 
rich, the banks and the speculators.) For years, the 
French state encouraged Frenchmen to buy diesel-pow-
ered cars, so that by 2016, 62% of all cars and 95% of 
all delivery vans and light trucks used diesel as fuel. 
When Macron announced an increase in carbon and air 
pollution taxes, inclusively to motivate citizens to 
switch back away from diesel-powered cars, they saw 

this as a total betrayal by the poli-
ticians. Raising fuel prices to mo-
tivate new-car purchases, even 
when drivers can afford neither 
gasoline nor diesel—that was the 
last straw.

The protest spread quickly, as 
farmers, truckers, fishermen, 
mayors, and students of all ages 
responded to the consequences of 
the upward-redistribution policy 
that has been the common de-
nominator of every French gov-
ernment of the last 40 years. 
Macron’s capitulation—his with-
drawal of the taxes—came too 
late; the genie of principled resis-
tance to a system that was consid-
ered deeply unfair, had long been 
out of the bottle. Violent provoca-
teurs mingled with the demon-
strators, but this did not really 
affect the character of the move-
ment. Faced with planned nation-
wide protests on December 8, the 
state mobilized 89,000 law en-
forcement agents. The govern-

ment spokesman, Benjamin Griveaux, warned that pro-
vocateurs wanted to overthrow the government, while 
other sources spoke of plans to storm the Elysee 
Palace—but in their demand for the resignation of 
Macron, the various groups were all in agreement. In 
view of the fact that the police union has declared its 
solidarity with the “yellow vests,” and that of course 
soldiers have families whose living conditions have 
also been hit, the proclamation of a state of emergency 
by the government is a two-edged sword.

Mass Strike Process & Government Crises: 
Europe Needs a Vision for the Future!
by Helga Zepp-LaRouche

S&P
Yellow Vest demonstrators in France.
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The protest movement, which 
incidentally came about largely 
independent of all political par-
ties, underwent a qualitative trans-
formation within just a few weeks; 
what began as rage over tax in-
creases, immediately turned into a 
process of discussion throughout 
a broad spectrum of the popula-
tion about the nature and purpose 
of society, and the injustice of a 
government that deprives people 
of their minimum requirements 
for survival. Whether this mass-
strike process will end in a Jaco-
bin Revolution, or whether a new 
political class will emerge from 
this ferment that can achieve a 
victory for the common good—
this will depend essentially on 
whether or not genuine leaders 
can emerge, who credibly repre-
sent the new paradigm.

In the United Kingdom, the de-
stabilization of the government 
has taken a different form, but 
could lead to no less dramatic con-
sequences in the event of a disor-
derly Brexit. Prime Minister The-
resa May already lost a vote in 
parliament, when she tried to keep 
secret her government’s legal 
advice which she had received on 
the Brexit agreement she negoti-
ated with Brussels. Twenty-six 
MPs from her own Tory party, and 
nine out of the ten members of her 
coalition partner, the Democratic 
Unionist Party of Northern Ire-
land, voted against her, and Mrs. 
May and her Cabinet were accused 
of disrespecting Parliament. If, 
when it comes to a vote on Dec. 
11, MPs do not accept her agree-
ment, or change the text so that it 
is no longer acceptable to the EU, 
a chaotic Brexit would be the 
likely consequence. [Editor’s note, 

Dec. 11: Amidst deeper chaos, 
May yesterday postponed this vote 
sine die, that is, without naming a 
future date, to try to renegotiate 
part of her agreement with the EU, 
acknowledging that she would 
lose the vote were it held on De-
cember 11.]

For derivatives trading through 
the City of London financial 
center, such a development threat-
ens to become another “last 
straw”—that is, the occasion for a 
new financial crash. But in every 
other respect too, an uncontrolled 
Brexit would be uncharted terri-
tory. However, the other option of 
simply dropping Brexit, which is 
open to May as well, could cause 
an enormous political explosion, 
because the causes that led the 
British people to vote for Brexit in 
the June, 2016 referendum are still 
operative. Either way, May’s 
future prospects are bleak. How-
ever, if there are new elections, 
there is an alternative in the leader 
of the Labour Party, Jeremy 
Corbyn, who has a program for the 
re-industrialization of Great Brit-
ain.

But even in Germany, the EU’s 
largest member country and its 
economic heavyweight, the shifts 
in the political spectrum to the det-
riment of the two former major 
parties, are an indicator of the un-
derlying instability. With the elec-
tion of Annegret Kramp-Karren-
bauer as the new party leader of 
the CDU, a short-term respite may 
have been gained for the Merkel 
government, but nothing more.  
“AKK’s” lead of 52% to 48% in 
her run-off against Friedrich Merz 
was quite close, and thus the influ-
ence of the wing within the CDU 
which pays tribute to the neolib-

UN Photo/Cia Pak
French President Emmanuel Macron.

UN Photo/Cia Pak
British Prime Minister Theresa May.

creative commons
CDU leader Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer.
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eral and neoconservative policies remains quite strong. 
More than a few of these CDU members would rather 
have a new Chancellor by the time of the upcoming 
election campaign for the European Parliament. And 
since AKK herself is regarded as a hardliner, both with 
respect to European policy and in her attitude towards 
Russia, the likelihood seems rather remote that she will 
replace the neoliberal paradigm that led to the losses of 
the major parties, with something new, such as the 
“New Silk Road” cooperative paradigm.

The common denominator among the governments 
of France, Britain and Germany, is their lack of insight 
into the reasons for the political changes of the past 
two years. These began with the Brexit vote in the UK, 
followed by the electoral defeat of Hillary Clinton, 
that in turn was followed by the election of the current 
government of Italy, and then by the cascading protest 
movement of the yellow vests in France. All these 
phenomena, to which we should add similar incipient 
tendencies in Belgium, Rumania, Bulgaria, Serbia, 
and other countries, all have something in common: 
The people of these countries can no longer tolerate 
the unfairness of the policies of the neoliberal estab-
lishment. The representatives of that establishment 
also share a common trait, which is that they cling to 
the hysterical conviction that they themselves are the 
best, the brightest, and the most wonderful—that they 
are people who could never lose elections, so that con-
sequently only Putin could be responsible for their de-
feats. Whether they can truly believe this in their in-
nermost selves, or whether, on the other hand, 
group-think has replaced their own thinking to such an 
extent that they seem to believe their own narrative, is 
still an open question.

In any case, six months before the European elec-
tions, the European Commission is expanding the task-
force that has existed since 2015 to combat alleged 
Russian disinformation, by more than doubling its 
annual budget to five million euros from 2019 on-
wards. In coordination with social networks such as 
Google, Facebook, Twitter, etc., which in turn are part 
of the “Deep State” surveillance apparatus in the U.S., 
this taskforce is supposed to promote the exchange of 
information about “Russian Fake News” and interfer-
ence in election campaigns. And, who would have 
guessed: The first accusations have already appeared, 
that, of course, Russia is behind the yellow-vest move-
ment!

Fortunately, more and more European governments 
are focusing on cooperation with Russia, China, and 
Donald Trump, beset though he be by the Deep State. 
According to Forbes magazine, Michele Geraci, the 
State Secretary in the Ministry of Economic Develop-
ment in Rome, who has just returned from a successful 
trip to Washington, said that Italy and China are in the 
process of promoting close economic relations, and 
that Rome welcomes Chinese investors to expand the 
Silk Road program into European countries by invest-
ing in highways, airlines and ports. Italian infrastruc-
ture has long been in crisis, he said, while China is 
presently pursuing a most ambitious economic plan, 
and has proven to be a highly-rated investor in more 
than 65 countries. In his view, many other EU mem-
bers, who are trying to stop Chinese investment, have 
cut themselves off from the potential of working with 
China.

It should be thought-provoking that Italy—whose 
new government is the result of the voters’ opposition 
to the austerity dictates of EU headquarters in Brussels, 
and to its geopolitical confrontation with Russia, China 
and the Trump administration—is in the ascendancy, 
and is quite stable when compared to France, Great 
Britain, and Germany. The same applies to Portugal, 
which has just become the first European country to 
have signed a formal cooperation agreement with China 
for the development of the New Silk Road, and a total 
of 17 other specific agreements.

There is indeed a way out of the manifold crises in 
Europe: The once-again sovereign nations of Europe 
must work together, as an alliance of the fatherlands 
(as de Gaulle had wanted), and cooperate with China, 
Russia and Trump’s America for an expansion of the 
New Silk Road on the basis of mutual advantage. In-
stead of militarizing the external borders of the EU, 
under the illusion that a new Limes [the line of defen-
sive fortifications built by the Roman Empire to defend 
its southern flank in Africa] could seal off the Euro-
pean oasis, we need instead to create an entire new 
system of international relations, wherein we would 
cooperate as equals and on a “win-win” basis with the 
nations of Africa, Asia, and Latin America, overcom-
ing their underdevelopment and poverty through the 
development of the New Silk Road into the World 
Land Bridge. Only in helping others will we save our-
selves.

zepp-larouche@eir.de
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This is the edited transcript of the Schiller 
Institute’s New Paradigm Webcast of De-
cember 6, 2018. A video of this webcast is 
available.

Harley Schlanger: Hello, I’m Harley 
Schlanger from the Schiller Institute. 
Welcome to this week’s webcast with 
our founder and President Helga Zepp-
LaRouche. Today is Dec. 6, 2018.

There’s a wealth of developments fol-
lowing the G20 summit. There’s a series of 
shocks being delivered in Europe; we’re 
seeing the financial system in a highly vol-
atile state; but I think, Helga, we should 
start with the situation in Europe, because 
most Americans are hearing only a little bit 
about this. They can’t put together a whole 
picture, but I think you have a good handle on it, so why 
don’t we start with France. What’s happening with 
President Emmanuel Macron and the situation in 
France?

The Situation in France
Helga Zepp-LaRouche: As people may know, there 

have been demonstrations and blockades for the last two 
weeks by the so-called “Yellow Vests.” This led to some 
significant violence in Paris, in which the Arc de Triom-
phe was attacked and there are reports of cars and win-
dows smashed. But these violent excesses are not typi-
cal for this process which is going on in France. It’s just 
some provocateurs who immersed themselves into this 
ferment which can only be described as a mass strike 
ferment, of the normal, mainly rural French population 
in the provinces. These are people who are workers, 
who are truckers, who are farmers, fishermen, who, de-
spite a lot of hard work can’t make ends meet. And they 
have started this process against the threat of increases 
in oil and gasoline prices and general fuel prices.

But in the meantime, in the last two weeks the situ-
ation has transformed itself completely. At first, 
Macron, tried to ignore the Yellow Vests but then real-
ized he had to capitulate, so he postponed any such 
changes [in the increased fuel taxes] for the first half-
year and then for a year; but this did not stop this pro-
cess at all, because in the meantime, those people 
demonstrating who are supported by 80% of the 
French population, have started to realize that there is 
a much more fundamental question at stake, namely, 
where is society going? They have started to realize 
that a policy which is only made for the very rich must 
stop, and that a much more fundamental transforma-
tion is required.

This is a big thing. This is not just some provoca-
teurs, but this is the majority of the French population, 
and the most dramatic thing I think is that the police 
trade union declared full solidarity with the strikers, 
and they will have an unlimited strike starting on Dec. 
8 and that there will also be another nationwide big 
blockade and demonstration. There has been some dis-

ZEPP-LAROUCHE WEBCAST

The Battle Lines Are Clear: New 
Paradigm, or Economic Chaos and War

© Thomas Bresson
Yellow Vest demonstrators in Belfort, France on Nov. 18, 2018.
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cussion about whether the government should reintro-
duce martial law, which they had for a while because of 
the terrorist attacks earlier.

But that idea was strongly argued against, because 
as with the police, the likelihood that the army would 
take the side of the Yellow Vests is very great, because 
these are also people who have families who have 
brothers, who have uncles, nephews, sisters in the 
movement. When you come to a point when a govern-
ment can no longer use the police, or the army quell 
such a protest, then you are normally talking about the 
loss of power.

We’re obviously not yet completely at that point, 
but this is in the air. And I think it is a sign of the times, 
of the state of the neo-liberal order. The Brexit vote two 
years ago, which led to the election of President Trump, 
which led to the election victory of the Italian govern-
ment, and now it obviously has reached France, and is 
already going into Belgium—these are all expressions 
of populations in these countries who are no longer 
willing to accept the neo-liberal order which is so fun-
damentally going against their interests.

Schlanger: You mentioned Brexit as an early ex-
ample of this phenomenon. British Prime Minister The-
resa May is still trying to finagle something on Brexit, 
but it looks as though she’s in big trouble as part of this 
same insurgency, isn’t she?

The Situation in Britain
Zepp-LaRouche: Well, she just lost a vote in the 

Parliament. This vote was not about the Brexit deal 
with the EU as such, but it was about May’s effort to 
keep the text of that deal secret. Now, that would have 
meant that the Members of Parliament would have to 
vote on something they could not even read! And natu-
rally they rejected it with the additional vote of at least 
26 Tories, her own party, and 9 out of 10 of the Demo-
cratic Union Party of Northern Ireland. So, her coali-
tion is in shambles.

Next Tuesday will be the actual vote on the Brexit 
and the likelihood that May will lose is very high. What 
will happen then is an open question. She could be re-
placed by some other Tory, like Boris Johnson, or some 
other not so good successor. It could also lead to new 
elections, with the possibility of the Labour Party and 
Jeremy Corbyn winning that. Corbyn has a more rea-
sonable program. He wants to reindustrialize Great 
Britain, and in general he has a completely different 

policy. But that still then leaves the open question of 
what will happen to the derivatives market in the City 
of London, which is one of the huge bubbles. If there is 
an uncontrolled Brexit, all hell could break loose in an 
already extremely volatile financial system.

So, this is a very dramatic moment, and people 
should become active with the Schiller Institute, 
because only a New Bretton Woods and the general 
reforms my husband has demanded in his Four Laws 
—Glass-Steagall, national bank, credit system, coop-
eration in a New Paradigm—this total package, can we 
avoid disaster.

But this is really a transformation, as we have said 
many times. We are really experiencing the end of an 
epoch, and the emergence of a new one. What the new 
one will look like, it is not yet decided and not clear, but 
it will be one of what Friedrich Schiller would call 
“pregnant moments in history,” where the subjective 
intervention is what really makes the difference.

Schlanger: Another part of this “end of an epoch” is 
going to be the meeting tomorrow in Hamburg of the 
Christian Democrats (CDU) in Germany that will be 
selecting a new party chairman. The rebellion has not 
yet fully struck Germany, other than in voter discontent 
with all the parties. Do you see anything positive 
coming out of this CDU conference tomorrow? Or is it 
going to take something else to shift the situation in 
Germany?

The Situation in Germany
Zepp-LaRouche: I’m not so optimistic, because the 

present three main candidates—there are some others 
who may have better ideas, but they have not yet been 
portrayed sufficiently in the press so that I would know 
about them—but among the three dominant candidates, 
Friedrich Merz has not said anything yet that would con-
vince me that he’s not a complete representative of the 
neo-liberal/neo-conservative trans-Atlantic establish-
ment, naturally, the kinds of policies which are really the 
cause of the problem. And it’s unfortunate that he’s sup-
ported by the CDU economic council (CDU Wirtschafts-
rat), because obviously people there think he is more 
competent on economic questions. But there is a big dif-
ference between “competency” concerning the financial 
markets and the speculative side of the system, and 
competency in the real economy. And this is unfortu-
nately not going in the right direction at all.

Another candidate to replace Merkel as head of the 
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CDU, Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer (AKK, as she is 
called), has said some pretty provocative things which 
are also strategically stupid, namely that in the context 
of the Ukraine crisis, that if it could be proven that 
Russia is responsible, then NATO should immediately 
block Russian ships everywhere. That’s the kind of 
Cold War talk which is really no help at all. And the 
third leading candidate, Jens Spahn, is a typical health 
economist, who has also extremely austere economic 
visions.

As I said, there are other candidates, but they’re not 
being played up by the media. In general, I don’t see 
anything positive coming. Should this lead to new elec-
tions, if Merz becomes the new chairman of the CDU, 
he could want to trigger an early demise for Merkel as 
the Chancellor; but with the present spectrum of poli-
tics in Germany, except for my party, the BüSo, Bürger-
rechtsbewegung Solidarität (Civil Rights Movement 
Solidarity) and the Schiller Institute, there really are no 
organizations presenting the kinds of solutions for Ger-
many, Russia, China, and the United States to work to-
gether in the new paradigm of the New Silk Road. So, 
the German situation in my view remains the biggest 
dark hole in the whole situation.

Schlanger: One of the better situations in Europe—
so people can see that it’s not all dark—is Italy. The 
Italians are continuing a diplomatic offensive, an eco-
nomic offensive, an intervention into the U.S. Con-
gress. Where is that heading in Italy now?

The Situation in Italy
Zepp-LaRouche: Oh, the irony of the 

situation, is that Italy, which is being at-
tacked so much by the mainstream media 
right now, is the only stable government in 
Europe, unlike Germany, France, and 
Great Britain. Maybe also Spain could be 
called relatively stable.

 But Italy is doing good things. An ex-
tremely important delegation consisting of 
Marco Zanni, a Member of European Par-
liament (MEP), and Michele Geraci, the 
Undersecretary of Economic Develop-
ment, were just in Washington having 
meetings with the Trump Administration, 
and members of Congress, to discuss 
Glass-Steagall and joint European-Ameri-
can economic programs for Africa. So 
there is a very useful discussion taking 

place which is what should happen. I find it quite inter-
esting that the current Italian government is positive to-
wards Trump, towards Russia and towards China, to the 
dismay of the European Union bureaucracy. One can 
only hope that this kind of reasonable international co-
operation spreads to other countries—it has actually 
spread already, but obviously, it has not touched the 
three big ones yet in the same way.

What Happened at the G20
Schlanger: Last week, we were talking about the 

upcoming G20 summit, which took place over the 
weekend. One of the few things they did as the G20, is 
to reconfirm, by 19 of the 20 countries, the commitment 
to the Paris climate change protocols. Donald Trump 
was the one leader who rejected that. But then, immedi-
ately afterwards, as we were talking at the beginning of 
this program, the French people rejected Macron, who 
is using the climate change issue to raise the taxes on 
fossil fuels—so at least the majority of the French 
people are on the right side on that one.

But there was something very significant that did 
occur [at the G20], or actually two things: One, the 
meeting between Putin and Trump was disrupted by a 
combination of the Ukraine crisis and the [Kerch Strait] 
provocation set in motion by [President Petro] Porosh-
enko, and secondly by [Special Counsel Robert] Muel-
ler. However, there was a very successful meeting be-
tween the Chinese and the United States, that is, between 
Xi and Trump. What’s your report on that, Helga?

LPACtv
Michele Geraci, Italian Undersecretary of State for Economic Development, is 
interviewed by EIR’s Economics Editor, Paul Gallagher, on Nov. 28, 2018.
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Zepp-LaRouche: There was a summit between the 
two Presidents, and some other members of their dele-
gations. Both sides characterized the outcome as ex-
tremely positive, constructive. They agreed upon the 
truth concerning the tariffs, so the present tariffs will 
not be increased from 10 to 25% at the beginning of 
next year, which was the prospect hanging over the 
whole situation, but they will try to work out a compre-
hensive approach in the next 90 days and maybe aban-
don these tariffs altogether by finding other ways to 
reduce the U.S. trade deficit with China, by China 
agreeing to import more products from the United 
States—agricultural products and other things.

This is actually very good, because the rapport be-
tween President Trump and President Xi has been rees-
tablished, which is an absolute precondition for solving 
these crises. China and the United States are the two 
most important countries—in the sense that one is the 
strongest economy and developed country, and the 
other one is the strongest not only developing country, 
but in the meantime, the voice of the developing sector.

So, if the United States and China work together, it 
will be extremely important for world peace and world 
stability.

And don’t forget the unbelievable provocation, ac-
tually a double provocation, in the days just before the 
Putin-Trump summit was to occur. This provocation 
has yet to be finalized, because, as Russian Foreign 

Minister Sergey Lavrov correctly 
said, the attempt by Poroshenko to 
send Ukrainian naval ships from the 
Black Sea into the Sea of Azov, unan-
nounced, on a secret mission, and 
therefore provoking Russia to detain 
some of these Ukrainian sailors, was 
clearly meant to cause a freak out, to 
prevent the Trump-Putin summit.

Trump’s Intentions
But at the same time, as you said, 

Mueller escalated his assault against 
people who have been close to 
Trump: [Paul] Manafort, then Roger 
Stone, creating an environment 
where Trump obviously felt that he 
could not meet with Putin because of 
Russiagate, the anti-Russia hysteria 
in the United States was heated to the 
boiling point. So, this unfortunately 

led to the fact that they did not meet.
That Mueller has so far not been successful, at least 

at this point, can been seen by Trump’s tweet after-
wards, which caused quite a freak out—namely, that he 
said that he can see in the future there will be an agree-
ment between Putin, Xi Jinping, and himself about a 
comprehensive new arms control system, causing all 
the neo-cons to go ballistic and say “this is dangerous, 
this is highly risky.” And Trump also said that the U.S. 
military budget had now reached $716 billion and this 
was “crazy”—and this was in his tweet.

Forbes magazine carried an interesting article de-
scribing Trump as having learned a lot in the last two 
years, that he realized that there is a serious arms race 
already going on, which is counterproductive and 
doesn’t help any of the countries participating, and that 
there must be an effort to overcome it.

So, all the people who normally lose it when you 
mention the word “Trump,” should really look at 
Trump’s intention, what comes out in his policies again 
and again, and the effort by the neo-cons to prevent him 
from doing that. If you don’t make that differentiation 
[between Trump’s intentions and the intentions of the 
neo-cons], then you are completely missing the boat on 
how politics works on a strategic level right now, and 
you will tend find yourself in the anti-Trump, anti-Pu-
tin, anti-Xi Jinping frenzy, which is actually where the 
war danger comes from.

White House/Andrea Hanks
Donald Trump and First Lady Melania Trump join fellow G20 leaders, spouses and 
guests at the Teatro Colón in Buenos Aires, Argentina on Nov. 30, 2018. On the right 
is Chinese President Xi Jinping.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/lorenthompson/2018/12/04/trump-says-u-s-defense-spending-is-crazy-does-that-signal-a-shift/#3a38d4645248
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Schlanger: And as you’ve 
been emphasizing, this tweet, in 
which Trump talks about get-
ting together with Xi Jinping 
and Putin, is moving toward 
your husband’s proposal for a 
Four Power agreement which is 
also necessary for a New Bret-
ton Woods system.

Another thing: going back 
to the beginning of our discus-
sion today of the problems in 
Europe, you mentioned that 
we’re seeing an end of the neo-
con/neo-liberal world order. 
There were two interesting as-
pects of that this week. You 
might say it was symbolic that 
George Herbert Walker Bush 
died just as this order that he 
had been calling for is crashing. 
On the other hand, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo 
gave a speech which seemed to be calling for Bush’s 
new world order, when he spoke in Brussels. So, I 
guess, Helga, this is the clash we see between these two 
systems, these two views.

Zepp-LaRouche: Yes. This Pompeo speech is 
worth looking at more closely, because on the one side, 
he gave lip-service to things Trump would say, like the 
need to uphold sovereignty and so forth, so somebody 
who has not trained themselves to read between the 
lines and understand how this faction fight goes, would 
tend to think that that’s what Trump thinks. But Pompeo 
engaged in a total defense of the uni-
polar world order, which Trump is 
out to replace with a completely dif-
ferent system of sovereign states.

This is the kind of thing where, in 
my view, neo-con persons and forces 
are trying to somehow move in such 
a way to hobble Trump in a spider-
web, where he can’t really do what 
he wants to do. The Hollywood-type 
spectacle around George Herbert 
Walker Bush’s funeral, was obvi-
ously designed to make people 
forget what this Bush family is alto-
gether: That the Bush family has 

been evil and rotten, starting with Prescott Bush’s sup-
port of Hitler; then the George H. W. Bush who just 
died playing an absolutely key role in the prosecution 
of my husband; then the wars of George H. W. and 
George W. Bush in the Middle East.

The legacy of the Bush family is not really a good 
tradition in America. In the early 1990s, we published 
George Bush: The Unauthorized Biography, which you 
can still buy and read: that will set the record straight. 
And since the whole spectacle was designed to count on 
people’s short memory, it’s worthwhile reading such an 
in-depth study. By the way, in a 1992 video about Clin-
ton’s election campaign, that book can be seen lying 

prominently on his desk. Obviously, 
this book played a role in defeating 
Bush 41, and therefore people should 
read it.

Freshmen Democrats Want to 
Work with Republicans

Schlanger: I could say more 
about the Bush funeral, but I won’t, 
because it was so disgusting, the 
way it was portrayed.

But there was another develop-
ment, very significant, Helga, along 
the lines that you had said the politics 
in the United States has to go: You 

White House/Andrea Hanks
Casket of former U.S. President George H.W. Bush arriving at the funeral service at 
Washington National Cathedral in Washington, DC on Dec. 5, 2018.

U.S. State Department
U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo.

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/bush/bushb.htm
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had said the Democrats are in a situation where, 
if they go with impeachment of Trump, they 
will increase the polarization and destroy both  
of the parties. Well, 46 of the newly elected 
Democrats don’t want to go that way, but are 
instead interested in the possibility of working 
together with Republicans towards solving 
things. This letter from them was just sent out. 
This is an important step, don’t you think?

Zepp-LaRouche: Oh, yes, absolutely. 
These are 46 of the 60 newly elected mem-
bers of Congress who had said that, rather 
than wasting energies on impeachment 
against Trump, there must be a bilateral, 
above-party cooperation to solve real issues, 
like infrastructure, health care, job creation; 
that they demand that the Democratic leader-
ship should take that up; and that they want to 
meet once a month with that leadership to 
pursue this direction.

So, I think that if there could be a coopera-
tion between Trump and the Democrats, as Pelosi also 
had indicated she would be open to, then you could, in 
this crisis moment, actually get something done, and 
the U.S. situation could actually be moved in a different 
direction. That is what the Schiller Institute and also our 
colleagues in the United States from LaRouche PAC, 
are fully mobilized to make happen.

So, contact us, and work with us, because this is 
really a pregnant moment. We are in turmoil. There is 
not going to be the old order; there’s going to be the 
danger of war and chaos unless we quickly move into a 
New Paradigm. And the chances for that are actually 
extraordinary. So, get onboard, work with us.

Schlanger: The three primary issues that these Dem-
ocrats referred to [in their letter], are issues upon which 
they could work with Trump. One is better-paying jobs; 
second, infrastructure; and third, health care, lowering 
prescription drug prices and things of that sort.

So here we have a situation actually begging for the 
policy of the Four Laws of Lyndon LaRouche, and this 
could become the basis for a collaboration, just as the 
Four Power agreement would be the basis for a global 
New Bretton Woods.

On the New Bretton Woods, we continue to see 
more developments from China. President Xi Jinping 
has been travelling. After the G20 Summit in Buenos 

Aires, Argentina, he flew to Panama City, Panama 
where he met with President Juan Carlos Varela; and 
then he was in Portugal for three days. There are all 
kinds of developments in Central America. Helga, this 
is what you’ve been talking about—the Silk Road Spirit 
catching on everywhere.

Portugal, Slovakia Join New Silk Road
Zepp-LaRouche: I think it’s very important that 

Portugal is the first European nation which has signed 
an official Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
with China to cooperate on the New Silk Road. Xi Jin-
ping went there on his way back to China from the G20. 
Prime Minister Antonio Costa and Xi Jinping not only 
signed this cooperation agreement, but also 17 other 
MOUs to work together on trade, economic coopera-
tion, and scientific cooperation.

But most importantly, the text of the agreement ac-
tually says that China and Portugal will work together 
on industrial development of Africa and of Latin Amer-
ica: This is exactly the kind of model that we in the 
Schiller Institute have promoted—to establish new co-
operation, not just on a bilateral level, but in joint ef-
forts to solve the urgent problems of areas of the world 
needing that kind of intervention, such as in many parts 
of the developing sector.

The dynamic of the Silk Road is continuing. Even 
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Slovakia is now catching up with the broad gauge of the 
Russian railway system. These systems are being built 
to go all the way to China. There is also the Silk Road 
corridor going from Yiwu, a big industrial center near 
the coast of China, all the way to Barcelona and Zara-
goza in Spain; another branch is being planned to reach 
Lisbon, in Portugal.

So, I think the pure dynamic of this kind of coopera-
tion is really on the march forward.

France at a Crossroads
France has two ways it can go: There is the not-so-

good example of the French Revolution. A very promis-
ing effort to establish a French republic, inspired by the 
creation of the United States, was taken over by the Ja-
cobins and ended up with the horror of the guillotines 
and the Jacobin terror, leading to the Empire of Napo-
leon Bonaparte and the Napoleonic wars, which natu-
rally led to a great disaster in Europe. So, it could go 
that way. That way was described by Friedrich Schiller: 
“A great moment had found a little people.”

Or, more hopefully, this French ferment could line 
up with the desire to cooperate in a New Paradigm to 
create a completely new system, very much in line 
with the American System of economy, as practiced 

by the young American republic. Taking this path 
would find France working with Russia, China, the 
United States, developing Africa, developing the 
Middle East.

So, a crossroads: We will see more turmoil, the fi-
nancial system could come down at any moment, and in 
that moment, really even before then, we have to have 
the Four Laws of Lyndon LaRouche; and we have to 
have a new credit system. Tall orders, but not out of the 
question were all of you to help us.

For a long time, we in the Schiller Institute have 
been presenting these ideas. Lyndon LaRouche’s ideas 
have affected many parts of the world and are working 
now in processes clearly inspired by his work. But now 
comes the crucial battle. So, don’t sit on the sidelines. 
Join the Schiller Institute and let’s do everything we can 
to move the world to a safer place.

Schlanger: The one beautiful characteristic of a 
great moment is that the average person can now play a 
role in changing the future. We need you, our viewers 
and readers, to rise up to the great challenge before us. 
Helga, thank you very much. We’ll see you next week.

Zepp-LaRouche: I hope so.

NEW RELEASE, Volume II
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The author extends his thanks to 
Fred Haight and Maureen Mc-
Michael for their contributions 
to this article, without which it 
would not have been possible.

Dec. 10—The people of Amer-
ica are now crying out for some-
thing which will give their lives 
purpose, something which will 
define a pathway to a better and 
happier future. The signs of this 
are everywhere. The cultural 
cesspool of meaningless “escap-
ism,” which has entrapped mil-
lions over the recent decades, is 
now under siege, as women and 
men, young and old, now seek, 
even demand, policies and ideas 
which will provide them with 
the opportunities for a more pro-
ductive and meaningful life.

This is the clear lesson of 
both the 2016 and 2018 elections. The “letter” that has 
been delivered by the American people is unambigu-
ous: “Stop destroying us.” But this is not a “negative” 
message. It is not a “protest.” It is a demand by citizens 
to be allowed to have a future. It is an unspoken insis-
tence that America live up to its promise to be a nation 
“of the people, by the people and for the people.” This 
is a message of optimism, a determined commitment 
that a better future, a more productive and happier life, 
is possible, and what we have been witnessing is a will-
ingness among growing numbers of Americans to fight 
for that future.

It is within the reality of this still unfolding potential 
that we present here a lesson—a vignette—from Amer-
ican history, one which has both parallels to, and a 
direct bearing on, the challenge we face today, and one 

which, if carefully examined, 
will help illuminate the quality 
of political and cultural effort 
now required, if we are to be 
successful.

We shall look at a juxtaposi-
tion of two seemingly discrete, 
unrelated historical processes. 
These are the visit to America by 
the Czech composer Antonín 
Dvořák from 1892 to 1895 and 
the Presidency of William 
McKinley from 1897 to 1901. 
Thus, we are looking at a nine-
year “slice” of America’s history, 
from 1892 to 1901. There are 
great lessons to be learned from 
doing this, and in many ways the 
current efforts of the Schiller In-
stitute and the LaRouche Politi-
cal Action Committee bear a 
striking resemblance to what was 
attempted at that time. Reac-

quainting ourselves with those efforts will help to 
strengthen and improve our own efforts today.

I. Dvořák in America
Antonín Leopold Dvořák, together with his family, 

arrived in America on September 27, 1892. They en-
tered New York City only days before the launching of 
an extended celebration, honoring the 400th anniver-
sary of Christopher Columbus’ discovery of what 
became known as the Americas. Beginning on October 
10, for three days, Manhattan was the scene of continu-
ous celebrations, parades, speeches and musical con-
certs. The center of events was Union Square, where 
Dvořák was temporarily residing in a hotel. Witnessing 
the ongoing festivities in the street below, he wrote a 
letter to his friend Karel Bastar:

II. From the New World

America—An Unfinished Symphony
by Robert Ingraham

Cabinet portrait by John Collier
Antonín  Dvořák, in 1897.
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Just imagine row after row [of marchers], an in-
credible procession of people working both in 
the fields of industry and the crafts, and huge 
numbers of gymnasts—among them members 
of the Czech Sokol—and crowds of people from 
the arts and also many nationalities and colors. 
And all of this went on uninterruptedly, from 
dawn until 2:00 in the morning. . . . Thousands 
upon thousands of people, and an ever-changing 
sight! And you should hear all the kinds of 
music! . . . Well, America seems to have demon-
strated all it is and all it is capable of! I haven’t 
got enough words to describe it all.

This was Dvořák’s introduction to the “New World.”
Dvořák came to America at the invitation of Jeanette 

Thurber, the founder of The National Conservatory of 
Music. Established in 1885, the Conservatory adopted a 
Mission Statement declaring its intention to operate at 
the highest European musical standards, to reach out to 
women, minorities and the handicapped, and to provide 
full scholarships to the poor, especially to the children 
and grandchildren of former slaves. By 1893, almost 
one third of the students at the 
Conservatory were African-
American. Dvořák was to head the 
composition department of the 
Conservatory, and he was encour-
aged by Thurber to compose new 
music on American themes, par-
ticularly a symphony called 
“From the New World.” Thurber 
also introduced Dvořák to an indi-
vidual named Harry Burleigh.

The Conservatory was not 
merely a “school” or a local New 
York institution. In 1888, appeal-
ing to the U.S. Congress for fed-
eral funding, which was denied, 
Thurber argued,

America has, so far, done nothing in a national 
way either to promote the musical education of its 
people or to develop any musical genius they pos-
sess, and that in this, she stands alone among civi-
lized nations of the world.

What was intended was nothing less than a national 
policy for the aesthetic education of the very diverse 
American citizenry.

American Music
Writing later in life, Harry Burleigh recalled that 

when, in early 1893, he sang for Dvořák the Spiritual Go 
Down Moses, Dvořák immediately remarked, “Burleigh, 
that is as great as a Beethoven theme.” Beginning as early 
as December 1892, Dvořák began working on various 

“American” themes for their incor-
poration into new musical compo-
sitions. During this time, from the 
very beginning of his stay in New 
York, Thurber arranged for Bur-
leigh to sing the plantation spiritu-
als several times a week for 
Dvořák.

Burleigh was the grandson of 
slaves, and it was through his ma-
ternal grandfather, as well as his 
mother, that he learned the planta-
tion songs. Through his mother’s 
employer, he was introduced to 
classical music, and by his early 
20s he was already an accom-
plished classical singer. Accepted 
as a student at the National Con-

servatory, at the age of 26, when he arrived in New 
York, he also joined the men and boys choir at the Free 
African Church of St. Philip’s, a majority-black Epis-
copalian church, founded in 1809 and led for more than 
30 years by the great African-American patriot and ab-
olitionist Peter Williams, Jr.1 Two other members of the 

1. See “Hail Columbia, Happy Land!,” , by Robert Ingraham, EIR, Vol. 
44, Nos. 42 and 43, Oct. 20 and 27, 2017.

Façade of The National Conservatory of Music of America, 
47-49 W. 25th St., New York City, December 31, 1904.

University of North Carolina Press 
The Reverend Peter Williams, Jr. (1786-1840).

https://larouchepub.com/eiw/public/2017/eirv44n42-20171020/25-42_4442.pdf
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Church choir also studied under 
Dvořák at the Conservatory, and 
the entire Church choir performed 
under the direction of Dvořák at 
an historic concert held in Madi-
son Square Garden in 1894.

In 1941, speaking at a com-
memoration for the hundredth an-
niversary of Dvořák’s birth, the 
83-year-old Harry Burleigh, said:

It was Dvořák who taught me 
that the spirituals were meant 
not only for the colored 
people, but for people of all 
races, and every creed. In New 
York, I was with Dr. Dvořák 
almost constantly. He loved to 
hear me sing the old planta-
tion melodies. His humility 
and religious feeling—his 
great love for common people 
of all lands—enabled him to 
sense the pure gold of plantation song. As an 
outsider . . . he honored this music with more 
authority than any American could, whether 
black or white. It was Dvořák who urged me to 
take these melodies to the world, to sing them 
alongside the great art songs of Schubert, 
Schumann, and Brahms. If I was the first to un-
dertake this, it was Dvořák who instructed me 
to do so. . . . We will always remember him as a 
great musician, but also for his greatness as a 
human being who understood, in the songs of 
the plantation, proof of the Negro’s spiritual as-
cendancy over oppression and humiliation, 
who understood the message ever manifest: 
that the eventual deliverance from all that hin-
ders and oppresses the soul will come, and 
man—every man—will be free.

Consider that statement: “the eventual deliverance 
from all that hinders and oppresses the soul will come, 
and man—every man—will be free.” The spirituals 
which Burleigh sang, the themes Dvořák strove to in-
corporate in his new American music—yes, they con-
veyed the anguish and suffering of a people who have 
been oppressed, but their beauty, their essence is in the 
transcendence of their suffering. These are melodies 

not of stoic surrender but of libera-
tion, and Dvořák saw in them the 
essence of the true Idea of Amer-
ica—a nation, constitutionally 
founded on a mission to develop 
an ever “more perfect union,” 
where those who have been op-
pressed and denied hope, will see 
the beacon of a better future.

In his composition classes at 
the Conservatory, Dvořák in-
structed his students to compose 
new themes, many based on the 
spirituals. From these he would 
choose a handful that he consid-
ered suitable for “development.” 
The students would then be in-
structed to incorporate the themes 
into an already existing Beethoven 
sonata, and to work on polyphony, 
key changes and modes to bring 
out the full potential of the themes.

As Burleigh states, elements of 
Swing Low, Sweet Chariot are to be found in the second 
theme of the first movement of the New World Sym-
phony; the Largo movement of the same symphony 
was written after Dvořák had read the famine scene in 
Longfellow’s Hiawatha; and other influences of the 
American Spirituals are apparent in all of the music 
Dvořák composed in America. But these finished com-
positions, as well as the work with his students, were 
not “technical” exercises. It was the Soul of America 
that Dvořák was investigating, and it was the ongoing 
creative mission of America that he sought to aid and 
propagate.

In early 1893, Dvořák stunned the American music 
world with his statement, as reported in the New York 
Herald, that “In the Negro melodies of America I dis-
cover all that is needed for a great and noble school of 
music.” And in a May 21 interview with the same news-
paper, Dvořák proclaimed,

I am now satisfied that the future music of this 
country must be based on what are called the 
Negro melodies. This must be the foundation of 
any serious and original school of composition 
to be developed in the United States. . . . These 
beautiful and varied themes are the product of 
the soil. They are American.

Harry T. Burleigh
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Iowa, Chicago, and the Reaction
In June 1893, Dvořák, with his family, left Manhat-

tan for an extended summer vacation at a Czech com-
munity in Spillville, Iowa. There, in a burst of creative 
energy, within an eight-week period, he completed the 
final revisions for his Symphony No. 9 (From the New 
World) and composed both his String Quartet in F (the 
“American”) and the String Quintet in E-flat.

In August, Dvořák traveled to Chicago to visit the 
World’s Columbian Exposition, a world’s fair orga-
nized to celebrate the 400th anniversary of Columbus’ 
arrival in the New World. While there, he conducted a 
performance of his Eighth Symphony and supervised 
the first public performance of his “American” String 
Quartet. Between May 1 and November 1, more than 
27 million visitors attended the Columbian Exposition.

None of what Dvořák was attempting took place 
within a political or cultural vacuum. The Chicago Ex-
position itself was the scene of a sharp intervention by 
African-American leaders. A boycott of the fair was or-
ganized to protest the exclusion of African-American 
exhibits. An 81-page booklet, authored by Ida Wells, 
Frederick Douglass, and others was produced and dis-
tributed both at the fair and throughout the nation. 
Titled “The Reason Why the Colored American Is Not 
in the World’s Columbian Exposition,” the pamphlet 
also took up the issue of the dramatic increase of lynch-
ings, both in the South and elsewhere in the country.

At the same time, a vicious attack was organized 
against Dvořák, escalating dramatically after the De-
cember 16, 1893 premier of his New World Symphony 
at Carnegie Hall. Out of Boston, an eighth-generation 
Boston “blue blood” and music critic for the Boston 
Herald, Phillip Hale, took the point in spear-heading 
the assault on Dvořák and his theories concerning 
“Negro” music.

This attack became a trans-Atlantic onslaught, one 
in which Dvořák’s friend and champion Johannes 
Brahms was also targeted. Composers from both 
Europe and America, including Anton Bruckner, were 
recruited to attack Dvořák, as was the Dean of Har-
vard’s music faculty, and many other “musical authori-
ties.” Typical of these attacks was the statement by the 
composer John Knowles Paine, who wrote, “In my es-
timation, it is a preposterous idea to say that in the 
future, American music will rest upon such an alien 
foundation as the melodies of a yet largely undeveloped 
race,” as well as the statement by the composer George 
Chadwick, who stated, “Such negro melodies as I have 

heard I should be sorry to see become the basis of an 
American school of musical composition.”

The Boston “music critic” William Apthorp wrote, 
“The great bane of the present Slavic and Scandinavian 
schools is, and has been, the attempt to make civilized 
music by civilized methods, out of essentially barbaric 
material. Our American Negro music has every element 
of barbarism to be found in Slavic and Scandinavian 
folk music, it is essentially barbarous music.” And Phil-
lip Hale chimed in, calling Dvořák “an uncultured 
Czech in America . . . stupefied by the din and hustle of 
a new life.”

This battle raged through 1894 and 1895; yet, to ap-
preciate what was actually going on, it is critical to take 
the controversy out of the realm of “music theory” and 
place it in its precise historical context. All of the events 
described above took place in the months leading up the 
infamous 1896 Supreme Court Plessy v. Ferguson deci-
sion, a decision which reversed, as national policy, all 
of the victories for human freedom and progress won 
by Abraham Lincoln, Ulysses Grant, and the sacrifice 
and blood of hundreds of thousands of Union soldiers, 
by justifying racial segregation. It was the New Birth of 
Freedom, as defined by Lincoln at Gettysburg in 1863, 
which was the intended target of this oligarchical attack.

Undeterred, Dvořák continued his work with the 
National Conservatory, as well as his compositional ef-
forts, including his Cello Concerto in B minor, Op. 
104b, and his now little-performed American Suite in A 
major, Op. 98b. In April 1895, he left the United States 
and returned to his home in Europe. Shortly before 
leaving, he wrote and published a “Farewell to Amer-
ica” in Harper’s Magazine, in which he states:

It matters little whether the common inspiration 
. . . is derived from the Negro melodies, the songs 
of the Creoles, the red man’s chant, or the plain-
tive ditties of the homesick German or Norwe-
gian; the germs of the best in music lie hidden 
among all the races that are commingled in this 
great country . . . [but] the most potent as well as 
beautiful among them are certain of the . . . plan-
tation melodies and slave songs. I, for one, am 
delighted by them. When music has been estab-
lished as one of the reigning arts of the land, an-
other wreath of fame and glory will be added to 
the country which earned the name “Land of 
Freedom” by unshackling her slaves at the price 
of her own blood.
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II. McKinley

Eighteen months after Dvořák’s departure from 
New York, William McKinley was elected President of 
the United States. McKinley is the unsung giant of 
American history. Washington, Hamilton, Lincoln, 
Franklin Roosevelt are names known by all, while 
McKinley languishes in near obscurity. Yet, his eternal 
place belongs shoulder-to-shoulder with these others. 
Between 1877 and 1933, it 
was McKinley who towered 
over everyone as the cham-
pion of the Idea of America 
and the great defender of the 
victories achieved by Lin-
coln and Grant between 1861 
and 1877.

Consider the eulogies 
which McKinley delivered 
for Ulysses Grant on April 
27, 1893, and Abraham Lin-
coln on February 12, 1895, 
the latter while Dvořák was 
still in New York. In the 
Eulogy for Lincoln, McKin-
ley said:

Washington enforced the 
Declaration of Indepen-
dence as against Eng-
land; Lincoln proclaimed 
its fulfillment not only to 
a downtrodden race in 
America, but to all people 
for all time who may seek 
the protection of our flag. These illustrious men 
achieved grander results for mankind within a 
single century, from 1775 to 1865, than any 
other men ever accomplished in all the years 
since first the flight of time began. . . .

While in the Eulogy for Grant he stated:

Lincoln proclaimed liberty to four million 
slaves, and upon his act invited “the considerate 
judgment of mankind and the gracious favor of 
Almighty God.” He has received the warm ap-
proval of the one, and I am sure he is enjoying 
the generous benediction of the other. . . . Grant 

gave irresistible power and efficacy to the Proc-
lamation of Liberty. The iron shackles which 
Lincoln declared should be loosed from the 
limbs and souls of the black slaves, Grant with 
his matchless army melted and destroyed in the 
burning glories of the war; and the rebels read 
the inspired decree in the flashing guns of his 
artillery, and they knew what Lincoln had de-
creed Grant would execute. . . . Grant believed in 

the brotherhood of 
man—in the political 
equality of all men—he 
had secured that with his 
sword, and was prompt to 
recognize it in all places 
and everywhere. . . . We 
are not a Nation of hero 
worshippers. We are a 
Nation of generous free-
men. We bow in affec-
tionate reverence and 
with most grateful hearts 
to these immortal names, 
Washington, Lincoln, 
and Grant, and will guard 
with sleepless vigilance 
their mighty work and 
cherish their memories 
evermore.

Decades earlier, in 1867, 
the young McKinley deliv-
ered his first public speech. It 
was titled “On Black Equal-
ity.” Therein, he says:

I speak for my comrades of the Grand Army of 
the Republic—the settlements of that war must 
stand as the irreversible judgment of battle and 
the inflexible decree of a Nation of free men. 
They must not be misinterpreted, they must not 
be nullified, they must not be weakened or shorn 
of their force under any pretext whatsoever. . . . It 
must not be equality and justice in the written 
law only. It must be equality and justice in the 
law’s administration everywhere, and alike ad-
ministered in every part of the Republic to every 
citizen thereof. It must not be the cold formality 

Library of Congress
President William McKinley delivering his inaugural 
address in Washington, DC on March 4, 1897.
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of constitutional enactment. It must be a living 
birthright. . . .

Our black allies must neither be forsaken nor 
deserted. I weigh my words. This is the great 
question not only of the present, but is the great 
question of the future; and this question will 
never be settled until it is settled upon principles 
of justice, recognizing the sanctity of the Consti-
tution of the United States.

A Beacon of Hope
Following 1877, the great victory for humanity that 

had been secured by Lincoln and Grant, was reversed, 
step by step, such that by the 1890s every southern state 
had repudiated its “Reconstruction government,” re-
moved its African-American elected officials and re-
turned to de facto Confederate rule. This is best epito-
mized in the 1890 statement by Benjamin Tillman, 
newly elected Governor of South Carolina: “The tri-
umph of Democracy and white supremacy over mon-
grelism and anarchy is most complete.”

In the 24 years from 1877 to 1901, it was McKinley, 
more than any other national political leader, who 
fought this reactionary tide. In the South, the Republi-
can Party split between the “Black-and-Tan” Republi-
cans, dedicated to continuing the work of Reconstruc-
tion, and the “Lily White” Republicans who demanded 
acquiescence in the Jim Crow laws. McKinley vigor-

ously backed the Black-and-Tans, 
and their support for him was critical 
in securing the 1896 Republican 
Party Presidential nomination.

In his first action as President, the 
delivery of his March, 1897 Inaugu-
ral Address, McKinley denounced 
the practice of “lynching,” the very 
issue brought to the 1893 Chicago 
Exposition by Ida Wells and Freder-
ick Douglass, and as President he 
acted aggressively to secure govern-
ment positions for many of the former 
African-American Congressmen and 
elected officials who had lost their of-
fices with the reimposition of Con-
federate rule in the South.

This fight continued through 
McKinley’s years as President. The 
1892 Chicago Exposition battle over 

black equality was revisited at the 1901 Buffalo Pan-
American Exposition in 1901. At the 1901 Exposition, 
there were two exhibits portraying blacks in America. 
One was on the theme of the “Old Plantation,” show-
ing stereotyped, docile slaves; the other was an exhibit 
created by W.E.B. Dubois, celebrating African-Amer-
ican contributions to science, and the improvement of 
America.

For McKinley, as in the case of Lincoln, Grant and 
Dvořák—as well as what we see later in Martin Luther 
King—none of this was simply about “civil rights” for 
one section of the population. The fight was one of ful-
filling the promise of America for all of humanity, the 
Idea of America, intended to liberate all peoples from 
the bestial oppression of oligarchical rule.

A clear expression of this intention is seen in the 
speech delivered by McKinley at the Pan-American ex-
position on September 5, 1901—his final speech. He 
says:

Gentlemen, let us ever remember that our inter-
est is in concord, not conflict, and that our real 
eminence rests in the victories of peace, not 
those of war. We hope that all who are repre-
sented here may be moved to higher and nobler 
effort for their own and the world’s good, and 
that out of this city may come not only greater 
commerce and trade for us all, but, more essen-

Harpers Weekly
Major General Ulysses S. Grant receiving his commission as Lieutenant General of 
the U.S. Army from President Lincoln on March 10, 1864.
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tial than these, relations of mutual respect, confi-
dence, and friendship, which will deepen and 
endure. Our earnest prayer is that God will gra-
ciously vouchsafe prosperity, happiness, and 
peace to all our neighbors and like blessings to 
all the peoples and powers of earth.

McKinley was assassinated the very next day.

America’s Mission
When the 1888 Presidential election resulted in the 

ascension of the Democrat Grover Cleveland to the 
White House, McKinley responded with a statement:

The Democratic victory has established beyond 
dispute or controversy the partnership between 
the Democratic free-trade leaders of the United 
States and the statesmen and ruling classes of 
Great Britain. It is a powerful alliance—a reso-
lute and aggressive combination. If you have 
any doubt of it, I beg you will read the English 
press and the Democratic press of the United 
States just before and since the elections, and 
you will be convinced that they are fighting in 
the same unpatriotic cause, engaged in the same 
crusade against our industries. They rejoice to-

gether over the same victory. Theirs is a 
joint warfare against American labor 
and American wages, a plot against the 
industrial life of the Nation, a blow at 
the American Commonwealth.

McKinley, like Grant and Lincoln, 
knew that the British Empire was Ameri-
ca’s mortal enemy, and that the policies 
and axioms of that empire represented a 
view of humanity violently opposed to the 
principles which framed the Declaration of 
Independence and the U.S. Constitution. 
Today’s revisionist historians accuse 
McKinley himself of being an imperialist, 
of creating an American Empire with the 
Spanish-American War. It is important 
here to set that record straight.

A Spanish colony, Cuba did not abolish 
slavery until 1886, and afterwards, the 
400,000-plus “freed” slaves, as well as 
100,000 indentured Chinese laborers, con-

tinued to be held in de facto bondage. Policies of the 
ruling government were brutal toward both the former 
slaves as well as the rest of the population. A revolt 
against Spanish rule had taken place from 1868 to 1875, 
and in 1895 another uprising began. The island quickly 
descended into chaos. Demands for U.S. intervention 
began immediately. In February 1896, the U.S. Senate 
passed a resolution recognizing the Cuban revolt and 
declaring a state of war with Spain. Although this was a 
non-binding resolution, the fuse for war had been lit. 
On the day of McKinley’s inauguration, in March 1897, 
outgoing President Cleveland told him that he was 
leaving him a war with Spain.

In his December 1897 State of Union message, 
President McKinley was explicit that the carnage in 
Cuba was entirely the result of Spanish rule. He stated:

The cruel policy of concentration was initiated 
February 16, 1896. The productive districts con-
trolled by the Spanish armies were depopulated. 
The agricultural inhabitants were herded in and 
about the garrison towns, their lands laid waste 
and their dwellings destroyed. This policy the 
late cabinet of Spain justified as a necessary 
measure of war and as a means of cutting off 
supplies from the insurgents. It has utterly failed 

Library of Congress
President McKinley, a Civil War veteran, speaking at the 40th anniversary of 
the Lincoln-Douglas debate in Galesburg, Ilinois, October 1898.
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as a war measure. It was 
not civilized warfare. It 
was extermination.2

Despite his moral sym-
pathy with the Cuban rebels, 
McKinley resisted intense 
pressure from Congress, the 
news media, and from 
within his own administra-
tion to go to war with Spain 
during his first year in office. 
He launched an intensive 
diplomatic effort to per-
suade Spain to give up 
Cuba, so that an indepen-
dent government could be 
established. Even at the 
point of the sinking of the 
USS Maine in February 
1898, McKinley resisted the 
war cries and attempted to force a political solution. 
Yet, much like Donald Trump today, he was surrounded 
by adherents of the Anglo-American establishment 
who were demanding war.

William Randolph Hearst’s New York Journal and 
Joseph Pulitzer’s New York Herald howled for war, and 
after the USS Maine exploded in Havana harbor, the 

2. This policy of extermination warfare would be repeated by the Brit-
ish Empire in the Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902.

New York Journal issued a one-mil-
lion-run “special edition” demanding 
war.

Within his own administration, 
McKinley had to contend with the 
likes of Teddy Roosevelt and other 
Anglophile imperialists. Roosevelt, 
then the Undersecretary of the Navy, 
used the opportunity of the absence 
of Secretary of the Navy John D. 
Long, to personally order a full-scale 
alert in the Pacific, preparing Adm. 
George Dewey for the attack on the 
Philippines.

On April 19, 1898, the United 
States declared war on Spain. Yet, 

McKinley made very clear 
to the American people, and 
to the rest of the world, the 
true war aims motivating 
America. In giving his con-
sent to the Declaration of 
War, McKinley stated:

As soon as we are in pos-
session of Cuba and have 
pacified the island it will 
be necessary to give aid 
and direction to its 
people to form a govern-
ment for themselves. 
This should be under-
taken at the earliest 
moment consistent with 
safety and assured suc-
cess. It is important that 
our relations with this 
people shall be of the 

most friendly character and our commercial rela-
tions close and reciprocal. It should be our duty 
to assist in every proper way to build up the waste 
places of the island, encourage the industry of the 
people, and assist them to form a government 
which shall be free and independent, thus realiz-
ing the best aspirations of the Cuban people.

Spanish rule must be replaced by a just, be-
nevolent, and humane government, created by 
the people of Cuba, capable of performing all in-

Photo by UIG/Buyenlarge
The wreck of the USS Maine after exploding in Havana Harbor, Cuba on Feb. 15, 1898.

Romantic painting of Col. Theodore Roosevelt leading his 
Rough Riders in the battle of San Juan Hill, near Santiago 
de Cuba, on July 1, 1898.
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ternational obligations, and which shall encour-
age thrift, industry, and prosperity and promote 
peace and good will among all of the inhabitants, 
whatever may have been their relations in the 
past.

III. Principles Must Always Lead
To continue, for another moment, with William 

McKinley: On July 4, 1891, he delivered a speech in 
Woodstock, Connecticut. On that occasion, he stated:

It is a common thing to say, but a good thing to 
say, because it is true, that we have the best Gov-
ernment in the world. It represents the best 
thought and the best civilization; aye, more—it 
represents the hope and future of mankind; and 
yet it has never been as good as its principles. It 
was not so from the beginning, and it is not 
now. . . . Our principles are always better than our 
practices. This is true of individuals as well as 
nations. . . . Principles must always lead; they are 
the advance guard of right thought and action. . . . 
The founders of this Republic declared better 
than they did. . . . The Declaration of Indepen-
dence, which sounded the voice of liberty to all 
mankind, was in advance of the thought of the 
great body of the people. . . . It took a hundred 
years of National life and National thought and 

earnest agitation, and at last wasting 
war, to place this Government where 
the Declaration of Independence an-
chored it. . . .

There must, I repeat, be a remedy 
for every wrong, a road somewhere and 
somehow to be found, which leads to 
righteousness. We can only pursue the 
right as it appears to us; the rest we can 
leave to others, and the ultimate victory 
may be nearer than we think. When 
Lincoln entered upon the execution of 
his great office in the turbulent year of 
1861, he had not formulated the im-
mortal Proclamation of Emancipation. 
When Grant started upon his final cam-
paign against Lee, in front of Rich-
mond, he had not thought of that famous 
letter [of terms of surrender]. . . . Every 
great historical event in the world’s 
progress has had its preceding steps. 

Those who guided and directed could not always 
foresee with precision the outcome and the end; 
they only knew what seemed right and true to 
them, and so, pursuing the right and the truth, 
mighty epochs have been marked in the world’s 
history, and mighty results achieved for man-
kind.

Thus, America—and the living Principle that is 
America—is an ongoing composition, one in which 
each new generation must take up the pen to continue 
its composition—never complete, but ever more per-
fect, always striving to fulfill past promises. This is 
what Dvořák saw in the essence and the potential of 
America, and this is what he sought to enrich and fur-
ther with his efforts. This, too, is the commitment to 
which McKinley always remained loyal.

Today, that pledge is seen explicitly in Lyndon La-
Rouche’s Manhattan Project and Helga LaRouche’s 
Schiller Institute—to better the human soul, to im-
prove our hearts, and in so doing, to ennoble each of us 
to act, to once and for all eliminate the still-present 
vestiges of British imperial financial rule. Our task is 
to accept the mission of Lincoln, Grant and McKinley, 
to learn the lesson of Dvořák’s work with the National 
Conservatory and to awaken in the hearts of our fellow 
citizens a yearning for a human, productive and cre-
ative future.

President McKinley speaking before 50,000 people at the Pan-American 
Exposition on Sept. 5, 1901. He was assassinated the next day.
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Dec. 6 (EIRNS)—Sworn in on December 1 in 
the midst of great national excitement, in his 
inaugural address of over an hour, President 
Andrés Manuel López Obrador laid out his 
plans to end thirty years of neoliberal looting 
of the country, so as to bring about “the re-
birth of Mexico.”

His inauguration opens a great moment of 
opportunity for Mexico and all the Americas. 
López Obrador was elected, like Donald 
Trump in the United States and the Conte 
government in Italy, as part of an international 
wave of rebellion against the putrid old order 
crushing the trans-Atlantic world. Under that 
order, proud Mexico has been stripped of its 
productive capabilities and taken over, in 
large part, by the international financiers’ 
drug cartels, reduced to a nation exporting its 
people because they cannot survive at home.

AMLO, as the new President is often 
known, faces a huge fight against hostile in-
ternational financial interests, to be able to fulfill his 
promise to retake the country for its citizens—much 
like his American counterpart, Donald Trump. López 
Obrador made clear in his inaugural speech that he is 
acutely aware of his enormous responsibility, citing a 
young man who told him, on his way to his inaugura-
tion: “You have no right to fail us.”

AMLO spoke courageously of how he will work 
with Mexico’s Army and Navy, which have a tradition 
of standing by the people, to protect defenseless citi-
zens. And he told tens of thousands of supporters that 
evening, “There can be no divorce between the people 
and the government. I need you, because, as [President 
Benito] Juárez said, ‘with the people everything, with-
out the people, nothing.’ . . . Without you, the conserva-
tives will easily triumph over me.”

But Mexico’s crisis was caused by the dying inter-
national system, and its crisis cannot be solved solely 
within its own borders. To succeed, López Obrador will 
require a global New Bretton Woods system to be es-

tablished, providing credit for a giant expansion of the 
New Silk Road which has already begun transforming 
the globe. His relationship with U.S. President Donald 
Trump will be decisive in this regard. As López Obra-
dor wrote to President Trump on July 12, “both of us 
know how to keep our word and we have successfully 
faced adversity. We have placed our voters and citizens 
at the center and displaced the establishment.”

The Mexican LaRouche Citizens Movement 
(MOCILA) addressed that necessity and Mexico’s role 
in bringing that about in an “Open Letter to López Ob-
rador,” which it has circulated since mid-September to 
the country’s Congress, productive layers, policy 
makers, leading people on AMLO’s team, and the new 
President himself.

Titled, “China-Mexico-U.S. Economic Coopera-
tion: How to Forge a Global New Paradigm and Rebuild 
the Nation,” MOCILA’s Open Letter elaborates the 
strategy and physical economic science of U.S. states-
man Lyndon LaRouche, who decades ago had identified 

López Obrador Takes Office, Promises 
To Bring About the Rebirth of Mexico
by Gretchen Small

lopezobrador.org.mx
Andrés López Obrador giving his inaugural address in Mexico City on Dec. 
1, 2018.
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the special world-historical role 
which Mexico should play in 
bringing a new economic order 
into being. Mexican President 
José López Portillo understood 
LaRouche and fought fiercely 
for that strategy in his 1976-1982 
presidency.

Today, the MOCILA letter 
proposes,

Mexico has the historic op-
portunity to not only join the 
New Silk Road, but to use its 
special geographic and his-
torical proximity to the 
United States to help inte-
grate that country as well 
with the New Paradigm, 
through the proposal of trian-
gular cooperation among 
China, Mexico and the United States to carry out 
great development projects for all of Ibero-Amer-
ica and the Caribbean.

Such an alliance of the U.S. and China (along 
with other powers such as Russia, India and 
other nations) is the only combination of forces 
capable of permanently defeating Wall Street 
and the City of London (the British Empire) and 
building a New Paradigm of universal develop-
ment and respect for national sovereignty.

Facing the National Calamity
López Obrador gave two speeches on inauguration 

day. The first was delivered before the 
Mexican Congress and international 
guests, and was broadcast live to tens of 
thousands of citizens gathered in Mexico 
City’s giant Zócalo Plaza; the second he 
gave later in the day, face-to-face with 
the crowd at the Zócalo.

In his address to Congress, he framed 
his program of government as carrying 
out “the fourth political transformation of 
Mexico,” which, he said, requires ending 
corruption as the number-one task, to 
bring about change as radical as Indepen-
dence (1810), Benito Juárez’s reforms 
(1858-1864), and the Mexican Revolu-
tion (1910-1920).

He identified the center of that 
corruption as the transformation 
of the Mexican government after 
1982 from the post-Mexican Rev-
olution re sponsi  bility of the State 
to direct the economy to serve the 
common good, into a neoliberal 
system of robbing the national 
patrimony on behalf of an elite 
minority, national and foreign.

The privatizations of national 
companies carried out under neo-
liberalism were synonymous with 
corruption, and totally inefficient, 
López Obrador charged. He de-
tailed the disaster of his predeces-
sor’s energy “reform,” which par-
tially privatized the state oil and 
electrical companies. Mexicans 
were told it would save the coun-
try, bringing in huge investments 

to increase oil production to three million barrels a day. 
Four years later, only 0.7% of the promised foreign in-
vestment has come in, and oil production has fallen to 
41% of that promised level, 1.7 million barrels a day, 
with the trend pointing towards a further drop. No new 
refinery has been built in 40 years.

Before neoliberalism, he told the nation, we pro-
duced and were self-sufficient in gasoline, diesel, gas, 
electricity. Now we buy more than half of what we con-
sume of these products, he said. Mexico has not only 
become the greatest importer of gasoline of any oil pro-
ducing country in the world, but it is now importing 
crude oil to supply the six refineries which have barely 

Pemex (CC)
The Francisco I. Madero Refinery, owned and operated by Pemex, Ciudad Madero 
Tamaulipas, Mexico, August, 2017.

MOCILA
Open Letter to López Obrador from LaRouche’s 
associates in Mexico.
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managed to survive.
Likewise, Mexico, the country where corn originated, 

is now the greatest corn-importing country in the world.
He went on: the neoliberal system has been “a disas-

ter, a calamity for the public life of the country.” It has 
resulted in a tremendous concentration of income in a 
few hands, while “the majority of the population has 
been impoverished to the point of being driven to make 
their living in the informal sector, migrate massively out 
of the national territory, or take the path of antisocial 
behavior”—a euphemism for drugs and other crimes.

In the neoliberal period, the purchasing power of the 
minimum wage in Mexico fell by 60%; Mexican wages 
became one of the lowest in the world. Lawfully, 
Mexico has become the second largest source of mi-
grants in the world; 24 million Mexicans now live and 
work in the United States, he pointed out.

What Is To Be Done?
López Obrador proposed to his fellow citizens that 

the most severe and efficient means to end corruption, 
is “to do everything we can to abolish the neoliberal 
system and to subject its representatives to trial or sum-
mary judgment.”

How to replace the neoliberal system, is where the 
problems and difficulties enter.

López Obrador committed his government to take 
actions to reverse poverty, so that “those who are born 
poor are not condemned to die poor,” and so that mil-
lions of Mexican youth no longer fall into the category of 
“neither-nor’s,” youth who neither study nor have jobs. 
For the latter, he spoke of ensuring adequate wages for 
2.3 million youth who shall be hired as apprentices, of 
offering ten million scholarships for all levels of school-

ing, and building 100 public universities.
He called for building projects from the 

south to the north of the country as the way to 
make “migration optional, not obligatory.” 
Two of those he specified for southern Mexico 
are critical for overall national development: 
building a new oil refinery in state of Tabasco 
and constructing a freight rail line across the 
Isthmus of Tehuantepec, connecting the port 
of Salinas Cruz on the Pacific, with the port of 
Coatzacoalcos on the Gulf of Mexico.

The Tabasco refinery, combined with the 
repair and upgrading of Mexico’s six existing 
refineries and government investment in oil 
production, can make Mexico self-sufficient 
in oil and gasoline again, he said. The Tehu-

antepec railway and expansion of the two ports it con-
nects, will serve to connect the countries of Asia with 
the East Coast of the United States in less time, he said, 
and around it will be a corridor where lower electricity 
and gas prices and tax subsidies will be offered for in-
dustries and job creation.

Although he did not spell it out, the long-proposed 
Tehuantepec railroad today is a key project for Mexi-
co’s participation in the global Belt and Road Initiative.

How exactly his proposal to turn a 25-kilometer wide 
swath along Mexico’s nearly 2,000-mile northern border 
with the United States into the world’s largest free-trade 
zone, with lower energy prices, value-added and income 
taxes, and a higher minimum wage, will work, however, 
remains to be seen. So far, discussion has focused on en-
ticing investment into building more of the low-wage 

A typical low-wage duty- and tariff-free factory (maquila) in 
Mexico.

cc/Alexander H.M. Cascone
A new freight railway across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec will connect the 
port of Salinas Cruz  (shown here) on the Pacific, with the port of 
Coatzacoalcos on the Gulf of Mexico.
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assembly plants (maquiladoras) made notorious under 
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).

Extraordinary Opportunity for the Americas
The new President’s priorities are clear. “It is not 

permissible . . . to defend the State’s power to rescue 

when promoting the well-being of the neediest is 
sought,” he told the nation. However, in order to suc-
ceed, López Obrador will have to broaden his approach.

In September, the President-elect warned support-
ers that the country is “bankrupt.” Yet he insisted in his 
inaugural speech, as he had throughout the electoral 
campaign, that everything he intends to accomplish can 
be paid for out of the money saved by ending corrup-
tion, cutting the salaries of high-level bureaucrats, sell-
ing off the Presidential plane, etc. He promised to not 
take on any new debt, to spend only what the govern-
ment has in its coffers, and to not touch the “autonomy” 
of the banker-run Banco de Mexico, Mexico’s equiva-
lent of the U.S. Federal Reserve. That would leave his 

which is owned by the very foreign banks which sur-

cartels which are killing Mexico (among other nations).
Were he to adhere to the spirit of those two prom-

ises, López Obrador’s plan for national renewal would 
not succeed. But under a national credit system, and in 
cooperation with the United States, China, and others 
for a New Bretton Woods international credit system, it 
will succeed.

López Obrador made it clear in his inaugural speech 
that he hopes to work closely with the U.S. President to 
tackle the enormous problems both nations face. He 
emphasized that since his election in June, he has been 
treated with nothing but respect by President Donald 
Trump. His Foreign Minister Marcelo Ebrard immedi-

-
isfaction with the meetings.

Immediately on the agenda, is a regional develop-
ment plan to resolve the migration crisis. On Dec. 1 in 
Mexico City, the heads of state of the three so-called 
Northern Triangle nations of Central America—El Sal-
vador, Honduras, and Guatemala—together with López 
Obrador, signed a Plan for the Comprehensive Devel-
opment of Central America, which had been drawn up 
at a Nov. 23 meeting of these nations’ foreign ministers 
in Guatemala, to address the causes of and solutions to 
the wrenching poverty and drug-related violence that 

From its side, the U.S. is proposing a plan called 
“Remain in Mexico,” which calls for those seeking 
asylum in the United States from Central America, to 
remain in Mexico while their claims are processed, and 
to be offered employment vital to their being able to 
remain and live in Mexico. While associations of owners 
of low-wage maquiladora assembly plants have pub-
licly spoken of 100,000 available jobs, the “Remain in 
Mexico” plan also involves serious infrastructure proj-
ects as well, including railroad corridors and particularly 
the new rail line across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.

AMLO’s government wants the United States to 
invest in its success, and Ebrard at a press conference 

the United States, with Mexico investing as well. 
Ebrard called it a Marshall Plan for Central America.

Many say that $20 billion is completely “unrealis-
tic,” being much more than current American develop-
ment and security aid combined. But that is false. The 
U.S. BUILD Act of 2018 alone authorizes the newly 
created U.S. International Development Finance Cor-
poration (USIDFC), which supersedes the USAID 
Bank, to issue Treasury-guaranteed bonds for up to 
three times that amount, precisely for projects in the 
developing countries. The North American Develop-
ment Bank, headquartered in San Antonio, Texas, could 
also be expanded by legislation or by cooperation with 
the U.S. Agency for International Development 
(USAID). The credit can be created and provided.

This is an extraordinary opportunity for the United 
States to create progress and end violence in the region, 
and to help its own capital goods industry.

U.S. State Dept.
U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo (right) with Mexico’s 
incoming Secretary of Foreign Affairs Marcelo Ebrard.
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Issued by LaRouche as a 1980 Presidential Candidate 
in the Democratic Party, and published by Citizens for 
LaRouche, New York, N.Y.

Many Americans have been subjected to the myth 
which falsely asserts that cheap labor means lower unit-
costs of production. We explore that myth here for the 
case of agricultural production.

Once we recognize that the net-profit component of 
true parity values for agricultural products is the margin 
of investment on which technological improvements in 
unit-cost of production depend, we begin to compre-
hend the fact that such net profits are not an amount in 
excess of the “true cost” of production.

If we are to maintain an adequate supply of food at 
stable prices, not only must the total investment in agri-
cultural production increase, the average capital invest-
ment per acre will also be increased. It is investment in 
agricultural improvements per acre, including land im-
provements, equipment and ratio of energy-consump-
tion per acre my agricultural production, which is key 
to reductions in the unit-costs in agricultural output.

Since the improvement of marginal land is more 
costly than maintenance of prime land, the tendency is 
for agricultural costs and prices to rise, unless costs are 
kept down by increased efficiencies of the sort which 
can be realized only through capital-intensive, energy-
consuming forms of technological improvements. 
Therefore, a certain rate of net profit on agricultural 
products is required even simply to maintain the vol-
umes and productivity of production.

If we, then, examine what appears to be cheap food 
production in other nations from this same standpoint, 

we immediately note the following fact. What rate of 
net profit do those countries require to bring their pro-
ductivities up to U.S. standards over periods ranging 
from ten to fifty years (according to the relative back-
wardness of each such economy)? This calculation 
proves that the required amount of unit net profit for 
food production in those countries brings the true cost 
of that food production up to approximately U.S. par-
ity-values!

This proof of parity-values for world food produc-
tion also applies in the same way to all basic categories 
of commodities in the world market. The mathematical 
proof of this fact was developed by a joint product of 
the Fusion Energy Foundation (FEF) and the once-a-
week Executive Intelligence Review.

The ABCs of Productivity
The basic, first measure of productivity is the aver-

age number of hours of productive labor to produce a 
fixed quantity of tangible output of goods of competi-
tive quality.

If nations and firms of differing productivities for 
production of the same products are anticipated statisti-
cally, it is proven that productivity increases in direct 
proportion in the amount of true depreciation of in-
vested productive capital per average working-year of 
productive labor—exactly as Treasury Secretary Alex-
ander Hamilton proved in his 1791 Report to the Con-
gress On the Subject of Manufactures.

This does not mean that we can use the figures for 
depreciation reported by currently prevailing standard 
tax-accounting practice. Current tax-accounting prac-
tice grossly understates the true current replacement-

III. Another Angle on LaRouche’s Science

JUNE 18, 1980

The Meaning of World-Market 
Parity Prices for Food
by Lyndon Hermyle LaRouche, Jr.
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cost of productive capital being de-
preciated. We must use the price of 
the quality of capital goods which are 
the competitive, improved substitute 
for the capital goods being used up. 
The total depreciation (or amortiza-
tion or depletion) allowed must total 
to an amount adequate to buy the up-
to-date substitute for the kind of ma-
chine-tool or other productive capital 
being used up.

If we use the misleading, under-
valued estimates of depreciation, 
amortization and depletion allowed 
by present, misguided tax-accounting 
practices, we do show that productiv-
ity correlates with levels of deprecia-
tion. However, those under stated 
values for depreciation (and amorti-
zation and depletion) mean giving 
wrong direction to both investor’s 
and government’s policymaking in 
connection with both capital-replace-
ment policies and tax policies. If we 
use correct figures for rates of depre-
ciation, the proof that productivity 
correlates with depreciation not only 
proves the fact of the matter, but 
guides us to proper investment and 
tax-incentive policies.

Depreciation corresponds to the 
level of investment in what Alexander 
Hamilton terms “artificial labor.” 
“Artificial labor” means those ma-
chines and other devices which sup-
plement human muscle-power with 
the useful application of the energy 
produced by hydroelectric, steam, 
and other production of power for in-
dustry and farms. The greater the ratio 
of such energy in the form of “artifi-
cial labor” to human muscle-power, 
the greater the productivity of labor, 
and the better the possible quality of 
the product being produced.

So, as computer analysis proves 
conclusively, the levels of true depre-
ciation of an economy, a section of 
industry, and particular enterprises, Courtesy Caterpillar Tractor Co.

The Agriculture Department, established by President Abraham Lincoln on May 15, 
1862, has traditionally promoted high-technology agriculture as “the foundation of 
manufacture and commerce.” Above, top: A team of 33 horses cutting, threshing, and 
sacking wheat in Walla Walla, Wash., 1902. Below: A 41-ton tractor with wood-
covered drive wheels, built in 1900 by the Best Manufacturing Co.
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correlate with increases in the amount of energy used 
for production per productive worker employed.

It is not sufficient merely to have more energy used 
per productive worker. The energy used must be pro-
duced for use in production at the equivalent of an in-
crease in temperature of the energy-producing process. 
The proper term to cover all cases is energy flux density, 
the term which covers such units of measure of energy-
intensity as temperature and voltage, and numerous 
other cases.

Energy flux-density is measured, in first estimate, as 
the number of calories passing through a standard unit 
of cross sectional area of the energy-producing process, 
such as the square-centimeter or square foot. 

For example, conventional fossil-fuel and nuclear 
energy production is about ten thousand times more en-
ergy-dense than solar energy, and about a million times 
more energy-dense than use of the solar biomass cycle 
for energy production. Potential cost of energy corre-

lates inversely with energy flux-density. That is, solar 
energy is intrinsically ten thousand times less efficient in 
total effects than nuclear-fission energy-production 
today, whereas the solar-biomass programs are about a 
million times less efficient, overall, than nuclear-fission 
programs. 

“Overall efficiency” is a combined matter of direct 
costs and indirect costs, such as effects on the biosphere. 
Solar and solar biomass programs are ten to a hundred 
times more costly than conventional energy production, 
and when the added costs are compounded with indirect 
costs to the biosphere, solar-biomass programs are about 
one million times more costly to humanity, overall, than 
conventional fossil or nuclear production of energy.

Since there has been so much lying propaganda put 
out in favor of “solar” and solar-biomass” policies 
under the Carter Administration, a few words of rebut-
tal to that mass of lies must be added here.

The following table compares the apparently direct 

Even the Department of Energy has to admit that windmills, such as those shown in this artist’s drawing at left, are not economical. 
The table of energy flux-density shows why: Wind power (solar, at earth surface in the table) as an energy source has an 
insignificant power density compared with fossil fuel. At right, an oil rig.

Energy Flux Density
Energy source Power density
 (kilowatts/meter2)

Solar—biomass  0.0001
Solar—earth surface  0.2   2   
Solar—near solar orbit  1,400    0
  (5 million miles) 
Fossil  10,000
Solar at sun surface  20,000
Fission  70,000
Fusion (early commercial)  70,000
Fusion (theoretical limit)  trillions of megawatts

Comparison of 
Delivered Electric Power

 Total  Total  Capital
 energy  energy  investment
 costs  price (billions of $)
               (mills/kw-hr) 

Oil  25.1  45.7  0.94
Coal  24.2   31.7  0.97
Coal gas  41.7  55.7  1.67
Light water reactor  27.8  28.5  1.16
Liquid metal fast breeder  33.7  33.9  1.43
Fusion  45.2  45.2  1.92
Solar collectors  490.0  490.0  20.9
Solar cells  680.0  680.0  28.9
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costs of production of various modes of energy-pro-
duction, comparing energy flux-densities of those 
modes with the capital factors of energy production as 
such. There, we see that the direct costs of capital for 
solar and solar-biomass energy-production are be-
tween ten and one hundred times as much as for con-
ventional fossil fuel and fission-nuclear energy pro-
duction.

The Case of Brazil
Now, by what reasoning do we prove that the com-

bined direct and indirect costs of low-grade solar and 
solar-biomass program range between 10,000 and 
1,000,000 times those of fossil and nuclear energy pro-
grams?

Let us introduce this point by considering the case 
of Brazil.

In Brazil, under orders from international bankers 
and U.S. administrations, that country has reduced its 
use of petroleum, coal and nuclear energy development 
by relying on cutting down the Amazon rain-forests. 
Under this program, charcoal, instead of coal, has been 
used to make steel—back to the sixteenth century’s 
energy technologies!

Under this program over 100,000 square miles of 
the Amazon rain-forest were destroyed for the com-
bined purposes of attempting to create labor-intensive 
agriculture and burning of wood as a basic energy-
source. As history should have warned any sensible 
person, the labor-intensive exploitation of rain-forest 
regions for agriculture quickly transformed the leached-
out soil into an untillable mineral hard-pan called later-
ite. That happened, as should have been foreseen. It is 
also the case, that major weather systems of the world 
are crated and maintained by large-scale transpiration 
of moisture from plants. Cutting down the amazon 
shifted the Amazon high out into the Atlantic, and pro-
duced a worldwide chain-reaction among weather sys-
tems, with disastrous effects for Brazil and numerous 
other regions of the world.

It is that sort of secondary effect which points one’s 
attention to the massive factor of indirect costs of re-
sorting to such lunatic energy policies as solar or solar-
biomass.

The reason most laymen, as well as inadequately 
educated engineers and others, might fall into the delu-
sion of tolerating such programs as solar or solar-bio-
mass is that they are ignorant of the magnitudes of the 

kinds of secondary costs we have illustrated through 
citing the Amazon case, and have no knowledge of the 
special principles of energy-economy which must be 
applied to living systems, such as the biosphere gener-
ally, or the energetics of human society most emphati-
cally.

In living systems, it is utterly incompetent to limit 
our attention merely to the raw energy-throughput. All 
living systems’ energetics are based on the ratio of 
what is termed “free energy” to total energy through-
put. In the aging of human organs and tissues, one of 
whose byproducts is cancer, the energy-characteristic 
of tissue degradation involved is a drop in the potas-
sium-related ATP production of free energy within the 
cell. Similarly, all studies of the biosphere, and human 
societies as energy-systems, must concentrate on the 
sheer energy flux density of energy-throughput as a 
whole.

In living systems, our emphasis is on not only the 
rate of free energy, but the rate of increase of free energy 
as we proceed from lower-ranking living systems to 
more highly-developed living processes. The rate of in-
crease of the free energy ratio so defined is known by 
the technical term “negentropy.”

In all living systems, human society most emphati-
cally, the quantity of energetics to be measured is not 
some scalar amount of raw energy throughput, but the 
negentropy of the system, and changes in the negent-
ropy of the system.

Therefore, the indirect costs of using solar and so-
lar-biomass energy programs are properly measured as 
decreases in the negentropy of both the biosphere gen-
erally, and human society in particular. There is a spe-
cial case of such indirect costs, as which the negentropy 
of the biosphere as a whole ceases overall, such that a 
vector of entropy, or devolution of living systems 
occurs. In this state of devolution of the biosphere, 
some forms of life continue to maintain at lest a limited 
energy-prosperity by evolving as dominant parasites 
and saprophytes destroying higher forms of organisms. 
This correlates with the outbreak of new kinds of pan-
demics in the forms of pests, human pandemics, animal 
pandemics, and pandemics of vegetable life, termed 
“sylvatics.”

It happens that the world’s weather-systems are a 
byproduct of relatively negentropic processes within 
the biosphere generally. So, the devolution of the bio-
sphere of Brazil by lunatic solar-biomass economic 
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doctrines led to a degradation of the world’s weather-
systems.

A similar case is found in Africa’s Sahel. The Sahel 
is the potential breadbasket for all of Africa, located on 
the south of the Sahara region. The Sahel has been 
ruined as part of a long-term process of desertification 
of northern African regions caused by combined labor-
intensive practices of crude agriculture and overgraz-
ing. With the reversal of those labor-intensive policies, 
by introduction of massive irrigation, fertilizers, and 
promotion of shrubbery along the northern rim of the 
Sahel, the Sahel could be brought to become of the 
great grain-producing areas of the world in about a gen-
eration. The transpiration of moisture from energy-
dense crop production in that region would restore the 
weather-system bringing increased rainfall to the 
region.

Whenever we remove organic vegetable and 
animal waste from the biosphere, we lower the energy 
flux-density and negentropy of the biosphere. We must 
add relatively high-energy inputs to the soil to com-
pensate for this, in the form of fertilizers and essential 
trace-elements, the latter being the essential catalysts 
of negentropic energy-production within the cell, as 
potassium is crucial to push out excessive sodium to 
maintain the ATP energy-production in the cell of 
animal tissue.

The way in which the biosphere maintains its vital-
ity is through, chiefly, the role of chlorophyll and re-
lated processes in converting sunlight from “inorganic” 
into negentropic forms of organization of energy. This 
provides the basis for a human-habitable biosphere 
(oxygen replenishment, carbon-dioxide reduction, 
stable weather systems), and also supplies the basis for 
the essential food-chain of other plants, animal life, and 
human beings.

Thus, although solar and solar-biomass programs of 
energy production are lunacy because of the extremely 
low energy flux density of such modes, the indirect 
costs of such lunacy are far greater than the direct costs. 
Solar energy is indispensable to the biosphere’s energy 
cycle because of the conversion of that energy into 
negentropy, fueling the planet’s entire life-cycle. When-
ever any government is criminally foolish enough to 
divert large parts of that flow of energy in the forms of 
solar or solar-biomass withdrawals from the biosphere’s 
needs, the devolution of the preconditions for contin-
ued human life must result.

The indirect costs of such lunatic programs as solar 
and solar-biomass for society is to be measured as the 
cost to society of replacing the negentropy destroyed 
by the absurd solar and solar-biomass program’s ef-
fects.

Similar, as the LaRouche-Reimann computer-based 
studies of the world and national economies proves 
conclusively, the reasons for the need to apply Rieman-
nian physics (the most advanced physics in the world 
today) to analyze and forecast economic effects is that 
the economies of human society are rules, in he final 
analysis, by the same principles of negentropy encoun-
tered in management of the biosphere.

The portion of net profit invested to effect capital-
intensive increases in the technology of production, the 
source of all advances in productivity, appears in the 
energy-accounts of society as a the portion of totally 
energy-throughput corresponding to free energy. The 
investment of that free energy in the indispensable, cap-
ital-intensive way, results in increases in the true depre-
ciation per person productively employed. It is net 
profit which enables us to increase the ratio of true de-
preciation still further, as the conversion of free energy 
(profit) converted into higher levels of productive capi-
tal.

The density of true depreciation in an economy, or 
principal sub-sector of an economy, is equivalent, in 
broad terms, to an increase in the temperature of an en-
ergy-producing system, the higher the operating tem-
perature, the greater potential efficiency of the system. 
In the case of an economy, the higher the “temperature-
equivalent” in the form of true, energy-dense deprecia-
tion-levels, the greater the potential productivity of that 
economy.

In other words, the investable net profits of agricul-
tural and industrial producers is the true first cost of a 
health economy . . . on condition that those profits are 
competently invested in technological improvements in 
the productive system.

Therefore, government under the American System 
protects the level of profits of technologically progres-
sive free enterprise in agriculture and industry, by pro-
viding protected orderly markets of the sort required to 
maintain such profit levels for progressive firms and 
farms, and uses the tax policies of the government to 
tax heavily non-productive uses of profits while provid-
ing tax-benefits for job creating productive investment 
in advanced technology.
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It is true that the technological improvements lessen 
the amount of direct labor required to produce any fixed 
quantity of product, but the expansion in levels of pro-
duction of capital goods absorbs those displaced from 
one industry into expanded production of such capital 
goods.

Tax & Credit Policies
True, under Jefferson, Jackson, the effects of the 

1879 Specie Resumption Act, and the Federal Reserve 
System, the United States has drifted far away from 
the principles of the founding fathers’ American 
System of political-economy. Today, the United States 
no longer has its own national currency—a group of 
international private bankers controlling the Federal 
Reserve System owns our currency, and more or less 
our federal, state and local governments as well. Our 
public as well as our private debts are chiefly owned 
by the same supranational private banking interests, 
who use control of those debts to dictate the policies 
of the federal, as well as state, and local, govern-
ments. Our republic has surrendered all efficient self-
government over those aspects of policy which most 
efficiently determine the conditions of life and oppor-
tunities for the individual citizen and private entrepre-
neurs.

Through the British doctrine of “free trade,” anar-
chic competition and international bankers’ control of 
our nation’s principal supplies of credit, drives the prof-
its of our producers down to sub-marginal levels. “Free 
enterprise” as established by the founding fathers is 
being wiped out by Professor Milton Friedman’s “can-
nibalistic competition” doctrines, doctrines which have 
led to Nazi-like dictatorship in Chile and which Profes-
sor Friedman proudly announces he has copied from 
the policies of Nazi Finance Minister Hjalmar Schacht, 
plus the policies of the world’s central drug-running en-
trepot of Hong Kong. This is what the Nazi-like Fried-
man and his foolish admirers term the “economics of 
freedom”!

Under the American System, it is the obligation of 
the federal government to establish a system of national 
banking, which issues a government-regulated, gold-
supported currency in the form of United States notes. 
These notes are not passed out like mimeographed leaf-
lets on street corners; they are loaned through the local 
private banks of the bank. Those banks using borrow-
er’s equity as a margin of security, loan deposited sav-

ings to worthy borrowers. The national banking system 
then makes available supplementary medium- to long-
term lending funds by taking as much as sixty percent 
of the total loan given against security—against the ac-
count of the increase in national tangible wealth effects 
by prudent loans.

By gearing the additional issues of U.S. notes to the 
amounts which local bankers consider worth lending to 
worthy borrowers in terms of their own private-bank-
ing deposits loaned, the currency policies of federal na-
tional banking limit the currency issued to exactly the 
amount which investors and bankers can and will 
employ to make full productive use of otherwise unsold 
capital goods and otherwise idled capital-goods pro-
ducing capacities.

Since such loans through the private banks to worthy 
borrowers pledging their own equity are fully secured, 
and since improvements to productivity cheapen the 
costs of production, proper government issuance of 
U.S. notes produces a deflationary trend in commodity 
prices and a rapidly expanding economy (and produc-
tive employment) at the same time.

By shaping tax policies to encourage savings by or-
dinary households, and to provide tax-incentives for 
productive investments, with tax-penalties for the in-
comes of wastrels, the laboring and producing portions 
of our citizenry prospers, while those citizens inclined 
to investments in Sodom and Gomorrah become the 
targets of emphasis for the federal tax-gatherers.

In that way we shape a national economy in which 
the individual citizens live modestly but well, putting 
the savings in excess of household-consumption re-
quirements into those productive investments which 
cause the national economy to continue the cycle of 
upward-moving prosperity.

Let us apply these principles to the special case of 
designing a proper inheritance tax-policy for the farms 
of independent owner-operated agriculture.

Clearly, unless we are a national of lunatics, we do 
not with to let inheritance-taxes liquidate our indepen-
dent owner-operated farmer strata. Therefore, the in-
heritance-tax policy should not touch the tangible assets 
of agriculture of the farm in transmission by deed or 
will to another farmer. If the heir were to attempt to liq-
uidate the farm, then the inheritance-tax should fall 
upon the heir under that condition and at that point.

The same principles ought to apply, obviously, to 
other essential forms of privately-owned or closely 
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held corporate producers. It is wasteful spending, not 
productive investment, which should be taxed heavily. 
As long as a farm’s assets are “tied up” in productive 
capital which employs productive labor producing 
wealth adding to the national total, it is in the national 
interest to keep that entity intact. If the management 
and ownership lead the firm into bankruptcy, then the 
proceeds of the sale become taxable.

The management of that approach to inheritance 
taxation may be slightly complicated in some catego-
ries, in the case of the independent owner-operated 
farm, the principle and its proper simple sort of applica-
tion are clear.

That illustrates the way in which maintenance of 
parity values through orderly marketing approaches 
combines with proper credit and tax policies to ensure 
that the net profits fostered by such policies are either 
invested as intended or become subject to the corrective 
action of relatively high rates of taxation.

This is not a “subsidy” for obsolescence or incom-
petence. The non-productive producer, the mismanager 
will eliminate himself by failing to keep his costs in line 
with those of the competitive producers on whose per-
formance competitive standards of cost are based in 
calculating parity values. Now, need we engage our-
selves in “land bank” and related sorts of programs. 
There is a shortage of food on the world market relative 
to human needs, and marginal production in agriculture 
is not profitable, even at parity values.

The federal government’s role must be this. The 
government must negotiate treaty-agreements concern-
ing world-market parity and projected volumes with 
nations. The government must secure treaty agreements 
covering three to give year volumes, prices and credit-
arrangements for marketing of U.S. agricultural prod-
ucts. At that point, the State Department’s role in the 
matter diminishes, and the Agriculture and Commerce 
Department’s role predominates. The Agriculture De-
partment, working in conjunction with the Export-Im-
port Bank AIDS the marketing of exports, and the two 
intervene jointly into domestic markets to keep price 
movements orderly with the predetermined projections 
for an orderly market at parity values.

Through cooperation with other nations in promot-
ing programs of world market parity to encourage im-
provements in agricultural output and productivity rel-
ative to growing world food needs, medium-term, 
three-to-five-year share of market and private treaty 

agreements are negotiated, and long-term projections 
of estimated market and price are continually updated 
as encouragements for long-term investments.

Orderly market, parity, credit and tax policies thus 
represent a total package by which the federal govern-
ment fosters the private initiative of the owner-opera-
tor farms with the minimal intrusion into the private 
sector. By using the Agricultural Extension Service 
and complementary channels of consultation with 
owner-operator farms, the development of accurate 
marketing commitments, worked out by farmers in a 
way needed for individual farmer’s decisions on agri-
cultural producer programs, will accomplish more 
than all the bureaucratic sorts of regulation. Accurate 
information, exchanged between government and 
farms, and government cooperation to maintain or-
derly markets in keeping with such accurate esti-
mates, is the approach consistent with the American 
System.

The government’s interventions into markets will 
involve maintenance of adequate strategic reserves, 
both for reserve emergency needs and to aid in balanc-
ing our poorer and better crop-years. Otherwise, gov-
ernment intervention should emphasize export require-
ments, accelerating and delaying government action in 
the manner of a grain handler to keep the flow at ap-
proximately parity values.

The Case of Mexico
Presently, Mexico is both a food-exporter and a 

food-importer. Mexico’s more developed agriculture 
dumps food and dumping prices on the world market, 
whereas the petroleum revenues of Mexico in effect 
subsidize a poor diet of relatively high-priced im-
ported food, reflecting the presently poor condition of 
the Mexican farms producing for domestic consump-
tion.

Mexico’s present policy is to increase its petro-
leum production to whatever levels are required to 
purchase high-technology capital-goods exports. The 
objective of this program is to reduce the rural popula-
tion of Mexico to about twenty percent of the labor 
force by the year 2000, shifting population to new, in-
dustrial cities along the coasts—where advantages of 
water-borne build freight mean substantial econo-
mies. Mexico has potentially about as much petro-
leum as Saudi Arabia, so that U.S. participation in the 
Mexico high-technology capital-goods import market 
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is most impressive . . . if we had a sane policy toward 
Mexico at this time, which the Carter Administration 
does not.

Mexico’s domestic food-production clearly requires 
massive rates of infusion of capital, which can not be 
accomplished at required rates without food-parity 
levels corresponding to parity levels properly deter-
mined for U.S. agricultural exports. Otherwise, the pro-
jected first-generation goals of advancement of agricul-
tural productivity in Mexico could not be reached. It is 
clearly in the interest of the United States, as well as of 
Mexico, to effect trade and treaty agreements through 
which the United States participates in aiding the pro-
jected transformation of Mexico.

Given the wretched levels of income of populations 
of many developing nations, the governments of those 
nations would probably be well-advised to adopt a 
policy of declining subsidies of food consumption, to 
absorb the difference between parity prices and alloca-
ble portions of urban food consumers’ incomes among 
poorer strata. Mexico is one nation which has the inter-
nal institutional mechanisms able to undertake such 
measures.

In all such cases of developing nations, the rate at 
which average incomes of the population can be 
raised is a function of the total care of productive cap-
ital formation in those nations. Mexico is potentially 
and actually in a most advantageous position in this 
respect.

Therefore, the marketing 
of U.S. agricultural exports 
into developing nations gen-
erally is tied, in terms of cap-
ital factors, to the general 
rate of overall capital-invest-
ment in those same nations. 
This means that the most ef-
ficient approach to organiza-
tion of credit for agricultural 
exports is to include the fi-
nancing of the good compo-
nent of wages of productive 
labor as an included feature 
of the total financing of high 
grain investments packages 
for those same nations.

The case of Egypt merits 
comment.

Egypt’s population, ris ing from about 39 millions, 
includes a most industrious category of Egyptian farm-
ers. It is said that if a small drift of silt rises above the 
waters of the Nile, the Egyptian farmer will promptly 
develop a crop on that spot. The major labor force prob-
lem of Egypt is a semi-literate or illiterate urban slum 
population, which should not be returned to the land, 
but should be employed in new industrial cities in new 
industries of the sort mapped out for Egypt by West 
German experts.

If we defeat the problems of salination in parts of 
the old course of the Nile, that course could be opened 
up to the effect of substantially increasing the total 
arable land of the country, expanding agricultural 
production, while upgrading the so industrious Egyp-
tian farmer, taking a growing chunk out of Egypt’s 
dependency upon foreign food imports. This project 
is tied to the Qattara Depression power-project, a suit-
able adjunct to the creation of new, export-oriented 
industrial centers, in which to absorb unemployed and 
marginally employed from centers such as Cairo and 
Alexandria.

In brief, the United States should be involved in a 
total package of development for Egypt, as part of 
which credit for Egypt’s required U.S. agricultural im-
ports, especially over the medium term, in beef and 
dairy products will lead, while grain may tend to domi-
nate in the near-term volumes.

As for Egyptian agriculture itself, it represent the 

USDA
The greater the ratio of energy input in the form of “artificial labor” to human muscle power, 
the greater the productivity of labor and the better the possible quality of the product being 
produced. Here, Mexican peasants use muscle power in a “food for work” program.
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same sort of need for adequate parity values of product 
as we have indicated for the case of Mexico.

Beef and Dairy
One of the great nutritional problems of the world 

today is the lasting biological brain-damage and lack of 
immunological potentials associated with deficiencies 
of animal protein in diets, most emphatically in the 
diets of pregnant and nursing mothers and children. 
While some parts of the world have religious taboos 
against eating beef, U.S. beef and dairy exports are the 
leading boom-export commodities of our agriculture 
for a long time to come. We can promote fish farms, 
pork production, chicken farms, and other animal pro-
tein programs—it will be a long time before other na-
tions would approach the efficiency and quality of our 
large-scale beef and dairy output.

So, for the near-term, increases in grain exports will 
prepare the way for gradual diversion of much of in-
creased grain production capacity into feeding of live-
stock. We must build up rapidly our beef and dairy 
herds, by encouraging ranchers and farmers to increase 
the ratio of capital investment in herds relative to vol-
umes of beef and dairy-products produced. In all essen-
tial categories of agricultural production, policies must 
recognize that it is the total herd-size, the total acreage 
being maintained for current and future production 
which is the true capital cost of agriculture, not simply 
the direct costs involved in current output.

It is the same in the developing nations, where the 
costs of developing agricultural capacities, not fruitful 
in the immediate short-term measure of output-produc-
tivity, are a crucial part of achieving tomorrow’s target-
levels of productivity and volumes.

The Nuclear-Energy Parallel
At present, a watt of electrical-energy production ca-

pacity from nuclear fission production costs about $1.00. 
A present state-of-the-art fission-energy plant requires, 
under sensible arrangements, about four to four-and-a-
half years to construct. The United States will require 
about 2,000 gigawatts of added nuclear energy, for both 
electrical energy and for production of synthetic chemi-
cal fuels, by the year 2000. That is about $2 trillion, all of 
which construction must be started by the year 1995.

This means, relative to fossil-fuel and other modes 
of such energy production, a substantial reduction in 
costs per watt, and a massive reduction in even the 
direct costs of energy over the solar, solar-biomass, and 

Nazi-modelled synfuel programs proposed by the 
Carter Administration.

The arguments against nuclear energy are all fraud-
ulent, excepting the warning that we must tighten up 
security to prevent any sympathizers of Barry Com-
moner, Ralph Nader and Jane Fonda from bringing 
their potential saboteurs anywhere within the vicinity 
of the nuclear cycle.

Waste disposal is not a problem. 2,000 gigawatts of 
nuclear energy means about 2,000 tons of nuclear waste 
a year overall. Of this, about ninety-five percent goes 
directly back into production, so that we have approxi-
mately at net five percent of 2,000 tons—100 tons—as 
annual waste with which to concern ourselves. Nearly 
all of that 100 tons is disposable immediately as fuel for 
either a fission breeder reactor or a fission-fusion hybrid 
reactor. Any waste we choose to destroy can be so de-
stroyed by known methods of bombardment. “Look 
mom, no waste!”

This nuclear-energy development, at an average 
rate of 100 gigawatts—$100 billions—a year over the 
twenty year period, is a very highly security invest-
ment. Therefore, the Federal government should pro-
vide up to 70% of the total credit for construction loans, 
with private banks and utilities providing 30% com-
bined equity and loans. This should be financed at be-
tween $% and %5 per annum, with comparable effects 
on the average parity value of a watt of sold energy.

Misguided and malicious fools protest against such 
“loading” of investment factors of energy capacity cost 
into standard rates. In consequence of the lack of nu-
clear energy, prices per watt must zoom through shifts 
to alternative fossil programs under conditions of 
zooming costs of fossil fuels. While coal can be used 
economically close to region of production, and is envi-
ronmentally acceptable using new, high stack plants, 
use of expanded petroleum-consumption for electrical-
power generation is broadly contraindicated by consid-
erations of rising price at this time. So, the foolish and 
malicious objection of including new energy-produc-
tion investment charges in rates may appear to lower 
rates, but actually sense rates zooming—while also 
savagely undercutting private and tax revenues, as well 
as productive employment in the region affected.

The notion that less than parity prices mean cheaper 
food or cheaper electrical energy is the delusion of a 
fool who lives only for the next moment, and sees noth-
ing of the consequences of his foolish decision for the 
year or so immediately ahead.
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